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1.. IBl'RODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Depreciation is a topic that is discussed tn many circles.. It is 

of great importance because of the large amounts of money that have been 

invested in capital facilities in industry and government o This is 

particularly true in the hospital field where buildings and furnish

ings are a major cost in providing for the care of the sick of the eoa

munity. In spite of its importance and the correspondiDg widespread. 

interest in it, many people do not understand the impact of depreciationo 

Many definitions and interpretations have been given to the depreciation 

of fixed assets as well as the purpose for which it is recorded. 

The purposes of this study are to examine and evaluate the current 

practice regarding depreciation of fixed assets in the hospital field; 

and to present possible solutions to some of the major problems in this 

area, in the hope that there will be a greater degree of understanding 

of the usefulness of recording and reporting depreciation. 

1.2 Bature and importance of the problems 

Four major problem areas will be studied: 

(1) The basic problem. regarding depreciation in hospitals is 

whether in fact it should be recorded on the books and financial state

ments. 

(2) An important issue inherent in the depreciation policy of 

hospitals is the factor of rapid obsolescence ot certain medical and 

surgical equipment. The problem is how to account for possible tech

nological improvements and obsolescence in these institutions. 
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(3) When depreciation is recorded on hospitals' books, an amount 

of cash equal to the depreciation taken for the year may be set aside to 

provide tor aetualreplacemeat of assets when their utility or service 

potential is exhausted. The accumulation of this fund is known as the 

"funding of depreciation." The question which is raised here is whether 

this is a good practice.. In other words, should depreciation be funded. 

(4) The tinal problem to be considered is what depreciation 

basis should be used. Presently, historical cost (i.e.. the cost at the 

date ot acquisition) is the basis upon which this computation is made. 

Due to the persistent rise in the price level, there is reason to be

lieve that an insufficient amount is accumulated when the funding of de

preciation is based on historical cost. 

In many of the other non...pro: as munici

palities, school units and school d: mental social 

agene ies (e. go Council of Crippled I preciation is 

no longer provided for in the recor -eaacn seems 

to be the necessity of eliminating --~ ~---------w ~ lble tax levy 

on the ratepayers. This double tax levy could occur where funds are 

raised by a long-term debenture Lssue, The period of the debenture is 

usually based on the expected life of the asset.. ~o effect redemption 

of this issue at maturity, an increased tax is levied on the ratepayers 

each year. If depreciation is included in the operations of the munici
1

pality it is also reflected 1n an increased current tax rate. There 

1. This topic will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 0 Whether 
in fact a double tax levy will exist depends on how the retirement 
ot the debt is accomplished, that 1s, whether it is considered a 
current operating expense in the revenue fund or merely a reduction 
of the liability and cash in the plant fund 0 
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are, presumably, other considerations for the decline in use of depre

elation in these institutions. The question is: To what degree are 

hospitals in the same position as these other bodies? 

Obsolescence is the important factor to be considered in depreci

ating certain hospital equipment. The type concerned is medical and 

surgical eqUipment which is directly involved in the treatment of the 

patient. Because the services of the institution deal with the physical 

well being of humans, the best in equipment is almost a necessity. In 

the large majority of cases, decisions regarding replacement of obsolete 

assets are made on medical grounds. Research is being carried on con

stantly to develop new methods, new techniques and new machines to 10

crease the speed and improve the quality of diagnosis and treatments. 

The effect of this constant research is the development and introduction 

of technically improved eqUipment at frequent intervals. To date, no 

method of recording or providing for obsolescence of this type is in use 

in hospitals. 

The rising price level is of importance to hospitals because funds 

are limited and a method of financing replacements of assets is essential 

to the quality of service being prOVided. The proper funding of depreci

ation could prOVide the necessary monies, but, under conditions of a 

rising price level, it is doubtful that this would be the case. A few 

examples of the change in prices taken from the records of the Univer

sity Hospital are presented belowo The re~lacement cost figures were 

2provided from a recent appraisal at the hospitalo 

2. The appraisal was undertaken by the firm of Marshall and Stevens 
(Canada) Limited. In a letter accompanying their report, the pur
pose of the appraisal is outlined as follows: "A) The appraisal 
values shOWing New Replacement and Depreciated Present Values are 
intended for insurance purposes and are based on physical values 
of the assets. B) The appraisal values showing Historic costs are 
intended for accounting purposes and are based on book values and 
client's records." 
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(1) The historical cost of the equipment purchased since 1954 

is $2,459,111.00; the replacement cost of' the equipment in kind on Aug

ust 29, 1963 was $3,022,931.00. 3 The difference which can be attributed 

to the increase in prices is $563,820.00 or an increase of approximately 

23~. The impact of inflation would be greater had an older institution 

been chosen. 

(2) To indicate the impact more precisely, examples of higher 

cost equipment from three different departments were chosen at random 

in Table 1 0 

TABLE 1. 
Impact of Price Level Change on 
Higher Cost Equipment Chosen at 
Random from Three Departments 
at University Hospital 

Year of Historical Replacement Percent 
Asset Purchase Cost Cost Difference Increase 

Laundry Tumbler 1953 $ 8,690 $10,500 $1,850 21 

X-ray Camera 1953 $55 1 127 $65,000 $9,873 18 

Food Conveyors 1956 $ 8,340 $12,600 $4,260 51 

Source - Marshall and Stevens Appraisal Report of the University 
Hospital dated August 29, 1963. 

1.3 Method of study and sources of information 

A study of existing practices in Saskatchewan Hospitals was under

taken from the 1963 financial statements submitted by individual hospitals 

to the Department of Public Health in Regina. Interviews were held with 

officials of the Department of Municipal Affairs and the Department of 

Public Health regarding the recording of depreciation in municipalities 

3. Replacement cost is for assets, if purchased in August, 1963, with
out any technological improvements o 
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and other non=profit organizations 9 A survey of existing literature was 

undertaken in all areas under investigationo The importance of the area 

is indicated by the bibliography which is included in a latter part of 

this worko In addition, interviews were held with medical personnel in.. 

volved in both patient care and research projects regarding the rapid 

obsolescence of certain hospital equipment o In dealing with the effect 

of rising prices a study was undertaken by the writer at the University 

Hospital 0 

1.4 Outline of study 

Chapter 2 briefly describes the operation of Saskatchewan hospit

als including the methods of financing, their organization and a short 

historical development of Saskatchewan hospitals and the Saskatchewan 

Hospital Services Plano 

Chapter 3 presents a sUllllll8.rY of accounting practices in Saskat

chewan hospitals with a theoI'ietlcal briefing on fund accounting and de

preciationo A comparison is also included of the comaereial and institu

tional accounting aethods o 

Chapter 4 furnishes the reasons for and against the recording of 

depreciation in hospitals o 

Chapter 5 deals with the funding of depreciation; its purpose and 

the advantages and disadvantages of funding 0 

Chapter 6 evaluates the present depreciation techniques in sask

atchewan Hospitals based on extensive research and analYsis at the Uni

versity Hospital in Saskatoon0 

Chapter 7 outlines a proposed method of depreciating hospital 
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equipment, together with the application of the method and its effects 

on the recording and funding of depreciatioB o 

Chapter 8 briefly summarizes the conclusions and recommendations 

of the study0 
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2. OPERATION OF SASKATCHEWAN HOSPITALS 

2ql History of ~ospitals in Saskatchewan 

The historical development of hospitals in the Province of Saskat

chewan has been affected throughout by a number of econoJR1.c and geographic 

probleu. Moreover these problems have caused highlights which will. act 

as steJping-stones of explanation across time. 

The gradual settlement of the province '&eeelerated. after 1885 with 

the cODlJletion ot the Canadian Pacifie Railway. As the settlers moved in, 

the population spread over vast areas of the province. !Dis dispersion 

made the provision of su.fficient hospitals difficult and expensive. The 

early years were also plagued with poor roads, frequently impassible in 

the winter; however the improving highway and road system, coupled with 

Blore and better ears, aade village and town centres more aceeseable, 

which in turn created a local desire for community hospitals. The trend 

today 1s toward urbanization, however a large number of s.aller hospitals 

Blust still be provided tor a widely scattered rural populationo 

A further problem exists in this province owing to the fluctuating 

income from its predominant industry agriculture. Fluctuations have lev

elled somewhat over the years through government aid in the fona of acre

age p~nts and P.FoAoAa legislation. As a result of their economy 

Saskatchewan residents have taken an active part in local government and 

eollectivemovements ot various. kinds, inclUding co~o»eratives and grain 

growing assoc1ations o This collective eftortand active participation 

has been reflected in the pattern of development of hospitals o 

"It was some time before permanent hospitals staffed by nurses 



were set up in this area, (Saskatchewan, one of the four Borth West 

Territories was established in 1870) but the Grey Nuns, who founded an 

Indian Hospital at Ile..a-la-Crosse, nearly 400 miles north of Baskatoon 

in 1860, did some nursing all the time among the children whom they 

taught. ,,1 

The first hospitals to be staffed with nurses were military 

hospitals at Moose Jaw and Saskatoon set up at the time of the Riel 

Rebellion of 18850 Mrs. Mary Eo Truesdell, widow of a Ea~tist m1ni8

ter established the first hos»ital, a small nursing home, 1nRegina. 

The Regina General Hospital began as a seven bed Victorian Order of 

Burses cottage hospital in 18980 It was taken over by the Cit,. of 

Regina in 1907, at which time the bed capacity was increased to 100 

beds. An additional 100 beds were added in 19130 

From 1900 to the beginning of World War I, hospital development 

was very rapid due mainly to a great influx of settIers. Cottage 

hospitals financed mainly by voluntary donations and grants prOVided 

by the Victorian Order ot Nurses were opened: Yorkton's Queen Vic ... 

toria in 1902; Mooso.in in 1902; Maple Creek in 1904 and Moose Jaw 

in 19060 During this same period several municipal hospitals were 

established: City ot Swift Current in 1910, Town of Scott in 1912, 

and City of Weyburn in 1914. MOre religious hospitals began appear

ing in 1906 when saskatoon St. Paul's Hospital was opened by the 

I. Jo)(o Gibbon and M. So Mathewson, Three Centuries of Canadian 
Hursing, Toronto: The MacMillan Company of Canada Ltdo " 1947. 
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Sisters of Charity (Grey luns) of St Boniface o Other religious hospo 

itals included: Regina Grey Nuns in 1907, by the Sisters of Charity of 

Montreal; Prince Alber·t Holy Family in 1910, by the Sisters of Charity 

of St o Jo:Qns; Humboldt St o Elizabeth in 1911, by the Sisters of St o 

Elizabeth; Canora Hugh Waddell Memorial in 1907, by the Womenvs Mis

sionary Society of the Presbyterian Church; North Battleford Notre Dame 

1n 1911, by the Sisters of Charity of Provindence of Montreal; and the 

Moose Jaw Providence in 1912, by the Sisters of Charity of Providence 

of Kingston 0 

Between World War I and 1930, with the aid of legislation,2 a 

total of twenty union hospitals were built o Religious hospitals were 

also built during this periodo In 1920 the Canadian Red Cross began 

operating small outpost hospitals in the ~re sparcely settled areas 

and by 1930 there were 14 in operationo 

The period from 1930 into the early 1940 vs did not produce IS. 

great deal of hospital construetiono The depression and drought did 

not permit development of hospital faci11ties o Pl&lS for construction 

in the early 1940 vs were delayed because of shortages of materials 

brought, on by the Second World W8ro 

Since 1945 the increase in ho.spital facilities is due mainly 

to: a) 'fhe Saskatchewan Hosp!ta11zat ion Act, passed on January 1, 1947; 

and b) The Federa.1 Hospital Construction Grant Program, introduced in 

20 The legislation mentioned pertains to Saskatchewan, Statutes$ 1916, 
ch o 12, The Act Representing Union HQspitals and Saskatchewan, 
Statutes, 1917, ch, 9, The. Act·· Representing Uni.on Hospit.,:l:!. which 
authorized two or more neighboring municipalities Jointly to build 
a union hospital 0 The 1917 Act was an am.endaent to allow urban 
municipalities to join union hospital districts o 
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1948.3 "The act spread the total cost of hospital care over the total 
4

population and guaranteed financial stability for hospitals"" "Bed 

demands increased considerably in Saskatchewan after the introduction 

of the province-wide plan" There was great pressure by every local 

community to build a hosPitalo,,5 

The growth of hospitals during recent years 1s shown in theac

companying table o The increase in number is shown as well as the in= 

crease in size (number of beds) of the institutions in each category" 

30 Several other reasons include: a) the lack of hospital construc= 
tion in the 1930 9 6 and 1940vs~ and b) the introduction of new 
medical techniques reqUiring hospital treatment" 

40 To 1 0 Jongerius9 BoAo, A study of Dual~_AuthQ.r~~ in the Small 
Rural Hospital in Saskatchewan,9 March~19b2)' Unpublished.. 

50 A.. Lo Swanson and Eo V Wahn3 "From the Administrator 9 s Pointo 

of Liew" 3 Hospitals 3 (Journal of the American Hospital Associ
ation), Yolo 35, No .. 18 (September 16, 1961)9 Po56o 
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2 .. 2 History of the Sa.~katchewan Hospital Services Plan 

tiThe Public Hea.l.th program as we know it today had its inception 

about the middle of the nineteenth century, at which time a clear rela= 

, ~6tlonship was established between environment conditions and health Q 

The chain of discoveries in the fields of bacteriology and immunology 

further developed public health philosophy and organization.. This chain 

of discoveries continued with technological developments 1n medicine and 

public health a.nd an acceleration of medical researcho This progress 

has resulted in development of complicated and expensive equipment which 

the individual general practitioner or specialist could not provide o 

Expensive equipment of this nature was purchased by the community where 

the cost could be spread over a broader base o Later, it followed that 

because of the costs involved and the highly specialized personnel re

quiredJ the province should help to finance these institutions and make 

available the personnel needed to operate efficientlyo 

The first forma of health insurance appeared in Saskatchewan 

under the Union Roap1tal S;j?'st.em :tn 1916 which enabled rural areas to 

erect and maintain the hospitals facilities which they required,,1 

About the saae time the Municipal Doctor System came into beang, 

As an inducement to stay the municipality would offer physicians an an= 

nual retainer fee~ This pra.ctice was authorized by an amendment to the 

8Rural MUnicipality Act in 1916 which granted authority to rtxral munlei

pal coune lIs to levy for this purpose 0 In 1919 the Act was further re

6" Saskatchewan Hospital Services Plan, Health Services Plannulg Commis= 
sion, The Hos ital Services Plan and Its Place in Saskatchewanns 
Public Health Pro'P"emJ Regina, SaskQ' February 13, 19 7, Haeo
graphed), p.l.

7. See note 2 for legislation and more information on the Union Hos= 
pital SystemQ 

8. Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1916, C21, section 28. 
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9
vised to allow a municipality to pay a doctor a maximum salary of $5,000 

in return for which he was to provide a general practitioner service.

10
In 1939, the Municipal Medical and Hospital Services Act was pas

sed which permitted a municipality or group of municipalities, except 

cities, to provide medical or hospital services by levying either a land 
11 

tax or a personal tax or a combina.tion of the two", A Health Services Act 

was passed in 1946 providing for the integration of municipal doctor plans 

into broader health region programs. 

A third system came into being in 1927 when t'W'o acts were amended 

to empower rural municipalities or parts of municipalities contained in 

Union Hospital Districts to pay from general revenue for the hospital

12 ization of all their resident ratepayerso The Union Hospital Act was

again amended to broaden the scope of the municipa.l hospital. care plans

by enabling the Hospital Board to enter into a contract, to provide hoa

I'"'
pital treatment for the residents of any municipality", .j This same ar""

14
rangement was extended to towns and villages in 1936. 

The systems described thus faJ.'" had not provided coverage for per

sons residing in the cities; thereforei in 1938, the legi.slaturepassed 

t~e Mutual Medical and Hospital Benefit Association Act~15 This act pro~

,.videdthat any ten or more persons might present a petition to the Reg

istrar,for the incorporation of a mutual B.!;sociatioll to provide medical 

or hospital services to its members.. As a result the following assoc

9. Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1918-19, C31,· Section 166 (a). 
10. Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1939, c .. 55. 
11. Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1946, The Health Services Act, c .. 81 
12. Saskatchewan, Statutea2 1927, c .. 67, The Union Hospital Act, 

0 

Section 
2. SaskatcheW84 Statutes, 1927, 0 0 26, The Rural Municipality Act, 
Section 21. 

13. Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1928, c o 83i Section 48. 
14. Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1936, Co 37, ~ Village Act, Section 236; 

Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1936, Co 36, The Town Ac~p Section 8 0

15", Saskatchewan, Statutes, 1938, c 24 0o 
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lations were organized ill 1939~ Th.e Regina Mutual Medical Health Benefit 

Association and the Saskatoon Mutual Hedical and Hospital Benefit Associ

iatioD o About the same time Medical Services Incorporated was organized 

under the Benevolent Societies Act by the doctors in Reg1nao To compete 

with the Saskatoon AssoclatioDi Medical Services Saaka·toon, Incprporated 

was established in 1946 under the ~ompanies Acto 

The province entered the field during the d,epressi,on when the muni ... 

cipalit1EB of the province, with an ever increasing fi~Acia1 burden in 

the health services field, strongly supported the establishment of a pro= 

vince wide system of health services Th~ demand for services increasedo 

so JIlUch that it could not be entirely ipored by the provi.ncial governaent , 

Consequently, in 1942 the legislature voted in favor of a further exten~

sion or state hospitalization and medical services in the province as 

soon as the finances of the government permitted ito In 1944~ the pro

vincial government appointed the Health Services Survey Oommissiono The 

Siger1st re»ort stated 'that f're<e hospitalization for the entire popula

t10n should be the goal and added that free hospit;alizs.ti.on and medical 

treatment for materni.ty cases might be considered the f1.rst stepo The 

Health Service Act16 which provided for the Health Services Planning 

C,OJUliss1on. was :passed by the leg1alatureto carry out the. recommends-

Rendered to Certain Patients by Certain Hospitals and o~her Institutions" 

was introduced into the Legislature on Ma.r~h 12jl assented to on April 4)) 

1946, and scheduled to go j.nto effect on Jan.uary 1.1' 19470 

Halcolm Go Taylor gives the a.dvantages of a province wide scheme 
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as follows: 

"(1) by incorporating the entire population as the tax base, 

local crop failures need have no effect on the solvency of 

the central fund; 

(2) the inclu.sion of all hospitals ill the proviuce in the 

plan would result in superior services; 

(3) including all persons in the provincej the distinction 

between ra:tepayers ~d residents would be eliminated; 

(4) an integrated system or hOEp1tals comprising local 

health centres$ community hospitsl~ and reglon&l hospitals 

realistically planned altd developed9 

(5) many municipalities and local Improv~ment Districts 

were financially unable; by themselve~» to ur~dertake hoap= 

italization scheme!; of any type, but could share in the 

costs and the be:n<efits of a broader plan", tv17 

Since 1947 the plan haa been revised to in~rea~e the benefits 

payable under ito In r~eent years coverage aae 'bera:D. extended to Ln

elude, some outpatient services as well as the.ore comm.on hospital 

inpatient service o 

2 0 3 Method of financing 

Generally speaking, hospitals receive funds trom the public di~

rectly through endowments and f'unda.raising campaigns and indirect1,. 

170 MaJ..ealm Go TayloT.9 PhoDo ~e ~a.skat~hew.!!! Hos.i..:J.tal Services Pl~9
mimeographed for limited distribution by the saskatchewan Hospital 
Services Planning Commissionj Regi.na, 19490 'fhe author is indebted 
to this dissertation for much of the material appearing in this 
chapter 0 A more detailed history of the Saskat~hewanPlan may be 
had :trom this souree, 



through govermaental assistancea both auniclpal and provincial. In 

Saskatchewan, since the inceptioll of the Saskatchewarl Ho~»1tal Services 

Plan, the bulk of funds necessary for hospital care has been provided 

b7 the Plan itself' to iIldiyldual hosJitals in the prov1n.ceo In dis

cussing the fin&nciq of hosp1tals, the means by which the Plan arrives 

at rates and makes thesepayaents will be outlinedo Other.••ans of 

f1Danc1ng ...111 DOt be discussed, beeause for the IIOst part, hospital 

firumces are'provided by the plano 

Table 3 below shows that the saskatchewan Hospital Berviees 

Plan has provided over 95~ of the inpatient general service revenue 0'1 

the S8Jskatoon University Hospital for the year ending Dee_ber3l, 1963. 

!.ABLI 3

IKPATIDr.r. GEIER" SERVICES BEVDILfE
l1InBSIft HOSPITAL

]tor. the lear ending DeceJBber 31, :\.963

.A1Iount Percentae 

Saskatchewan. Hospital Services Plan $4,214,542.00 9505 

Federal Government 773192020 1 0 8 

Workmen IS COIIpensa1iion :Boards 35,838 08062 

BOll-Residents of the }':rovlnce 38,898.05 09 

Un.lasured Residents of the Province ",,168040 

10000 

Source: SMkatOOD University IfQspitalo 

"The rates pa1d to Saskatchewan hospitals by the Baska,tchewan 

Hospital Services Plan are intended to meet the cost of efficient oper

ation in individual hospitals, for services provided to the Planvs ben.... 
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eficiaries. 1t 

Ra.a1and and MacKay feel that>J in paying hospita.ls for care pro

vided under a provincial hospital care insurance program, a system of 

payment should provide for the following: 

"10 maintenance of a high degree of local autonomy in 

individual hospitals; 

2. coverage of the full cost of efficient operation in 

individual institutions, with provision for retro

active payments to cover extensions in services and 

uncontrollable cost increases; 

3. a financial incentive to the improvement of the quality 

of hospital care; 

4. a feature which will prevent hospitals from profiting 

through overcrowding; 

5. an arrangement for the province to examine written 

budgets fram all hospitals, embodying uniform defin

19itions and account and statistica.l p.rincipleso J~

For payment purposes, the expenses of each hospital are separ

ated into fixed costs» that is, those-expenses which remain at about 

the same level regardless of fluctuations in the number of patients oc

cupying beds, such as: salaries for basic hospital staff~ power and 

tuelcosts, and depreciation; and variable costs, that is, those expen~

sea which vary in direct proportion to occupancy~ including such items 

18. Bo B. Haaland and C:vr11 M MacKay, Techniques of P&.;yment 12o 

Hospitals, MimeograJ)hed, Saskatchewan Department of Public 
Health, Regina, Sask.'P0 8o 

19. Ibid, p o 13o 
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as drugs and raw food costs 0 A lump sum payment j which remains the Salle 

,regardless of' occupancy is forwarded semi-monthly to all public general 

hospitals 0 The second payment is based on actual occupancy at a per diem. 

rate based on total hospital beds needed and average occupancy_ The per 

diem rates which are used at the present time by saskatchewan public gen

eral hospitals when billing the Plan for care rendered to its benefici

aries are shown in Table 4 below: 

T~LE 4 

Ctm.REI'.r p~ DIEX ~ES

SASKA'l'CBEWAN ,PtrBLIC. GDEBAL HQSPli'g 

Measured Capacity Adults and 
of Hospital Children Jlewborns 

50 beds or more 

15 to 49 beds 

less than 15 beds 

To arrive at the amount of the sem=monthly payments j hospitals 

are required to submit annual. budgets which are based on the system. of 

accounting described by The Canadian Hospital keounting Manual and 

saskatchewan Supplements o Bos)itals are also required to submit annual 

financial statements, audited by practicing chartered accountantS i to

gether with annual statistical returns o 

Deficits incurred on the rates set by the Hospital Rate Board 

are reviewed on receipt of the audited financial statements o Addition= 

801 )ayDlents are arranaed if' the underlying causes of the deficit are 

considered reasonable o 

~e following are exa.mples of the factors considered i.n deter... 
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mining the amount of the deficit adjustment paid to individual hospitals: 

1) The proportion of the deficit, if any, attributable to services not 

covered by the plan; 2) The level ot occupancy during the bUdget periodo 

It is felt that deficits incurred as a result of occupancy above the 

recommended level, except tor cases of epidemic or other factors out

s ide the control of hospital management, should not be borne by the Plan; 

3) Comparison of expenses and serviceswlth other hospitals in the 

provlnce o If an individual hospital opera.tes at a surplus, the insti

tution is allowed to retain it; that is, it is not ordinarily offset 

against future year's payments 0 

In 1961, the Rate Board adopted a variation in the budget routj.ne 

mentioned above. This variation, called global 'budgeting,
20 

essentially 

amounts to more attention being given to total expenditures rather than 

the amount of each expend.ltureo Instead of reviewing the budget of' in

dividual hospitals each year the previous year's expeno.iture becomes the 

base to Which is added a general percentage increase or decrease o Under 

this method hospitals may spend funds in the ma~ner they best see fit j at 

least within the total approved lnldget of their hospital. Provision is 

made for a critical and detailed review of each budgetary item every four 

or five years o Yearly provi$ions are also made tor approved volume Me=> 

~ustments by way of changes in the area served by a hospital or expanded 

programs sponsored by the governaent o 

20 0 See for example: 110 L Livergantjl G~ob,aJ- Bu~t_1;ag$ Canadian Hoe....o 

pital, September, 1963; and, H. Lo Livergant, The Global Bu.dget~
Bow it would work, Ca.:Qad.1an Hosp!tal, JulJ"j 19b4 0 -== 
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3.1l'ature of fund accounting 

In order to review the accounting practices of Saskatchewan Bos

pltals, it 1s first necessary to explain the nature of fund aceounting 

whieh is the accounting system employed by most non-profit institutions. 

A ~d has been defined by the Canadian Institute of Chartered 

Accountants as: "1. A self balancing accounting entity set up to show 

capital or trust monies reeeived tor specific purpose(s), the ineome 

thereon, expenditures for the purpose(s) designated and the assets 

held against the capital of the. fund. 2.. Assets set aside tor spec

ifie purposes. 3. A portion of capital or equity earmarked or desig

tt 1nated for specific interests .. A fund represents a distinct phase of 

the activities of an enterprise and its accounts constitute a coaplete 

entity in that all the financial transactions of the particular phase 

of the unit are recorded therein. The OlCA defines fund accounting as: 

tt.Accounting procedures in which a self-balancing group of accounts is 

provided for each accounting entity established by legal, contractual, 

or voluntary action, especially in governmental units.. The accounts 

for each such entity will record the fund's resources on the one band 
2

and the liabilities, surplus and other credits on the other hand.. " 

As was mentioned in Chapter 2, hospitals receive funds from var-

Lous sources. Large gifts and endowments are usually given over in 

trust to the hospital and are earmarked for specific purposes. Certain 

assets, such as contributions tor equipment and "buildings, are otten 

1 0 The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, Terminology tor 
Accountants, Toronto, 1962, po 33" 

2.. Op.. cit" 
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entrusted to a hospital but are restricted as to use. .Acceptance of 

these contributions, whether voluntary or through taxation, creat~s a 

trust and places the hospital in the position of proper accountability 

for these assets. For the foregoipg reasons,fund accounting is used 

to differentiate between hospital resources and liabilities which arise 

from different sources and are employed by the hospital in different 

uses. 

In summary, there are two main reasons for the use of tund ac

counting by hospitals and other non-profit institutions: 

(1) MOnies are obtained by hospitals for specific purposes and 

a fund accounting sy-ste-. willelearly show that these amounts have been 

used for the purposes intended. 

(2) Responsibility for each fund is entrusted to a different 

official and a fund accounting system will indicate whether each of

ficial has fulfilled his duties. 

In hospital accounting there are three kinds of funds which are 

used most frequently. 'fhese include: 

1) The Revenue or Operating Fund .... used to record assets, 

liabilities, capital, revenue, and expenses associated with 

the day to day operations of the hospital 1n providingser

vices to patients. 

2) The Plant h.-ad .. used to record transactions relating 

to the acquisition and disposal of land, buildings and 

equipment used in hospit.al operations. 

3) '!'he Endowment Fund ... used to a.ceount for donations, the 

principal of which ~ be expendable or non-expendable 

according to the terms of the donor, and the income which 
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may result from such a donation. When more than one donation 

exists, a number of separate endowment funds may be set up. 

It is common practice, however, to account for each donation 

in a subsidiary ledger with one main endowment fund as the con

trolling account. 

Other funds may be used, but generally' speaking the three out

lined above are the most predominant. 

In order that these separate funds be self balanc irag, intertund 

accounts must be maintained. Any transactions made by one fund relat

tag to another necessitates an entry in the interfUnd account as well 

as actual asset transfer if required. For example, if a capital asset 

is' purchased out of revenue fund cash, the following entries are re

qUired to correctly record the transaction and maintain the equality of 

the two funds involved: 

Purchase of a typewriter for $350.00 out of revenue fund cash. 

Revenue Fund. Entry: 

Debit: Due from Plant Fund $350000 

Credit: Cash $350.00 
To record purchase of Typewriter 

Plant Fund Entry: 

Debit: Furniture ~d EqUipment $350.00 
Credit: Due to Revenue Ftmd $350.00 

To record purchase of typewriter by 
Revenue Fund 

The accountant should be able to prepare a complete set of financial 

statements for each fund at regular intervals and at the end .of the 

accounting period. 

30 2 The generally accepted theory of depreciation 
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~he generally accepted definition of depreciation accounting as 

stated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and, 

in stmilar terms, by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants 

is that it 1s "an accounting procedure in which the eost or other record

ed value of a fixed asset less estimated salvage (if any) is distributed 

over its estimated useful life in a systematic and rational manner. It 

is a process of allocation, not valuation. n3 The terms used to record 
4

depreciation, "provision for depreciationn and "reserve tor depreciation, If 

have resulted in a misunderstanding of depreciation and the accounting 

for depreciation. The maJor misunderstanding which results is that de

preciation accounting provides funds, possibly for replacement purposes. 

Another is that the book value of the asset after depreciation reflects 

its current market value. !he charge for depreciation originates from 

the recognition ot the movement of a property item. towards ultimate ex

haustion - it is a charge for the loss in service potential (stored 

utilitY') of the property. '!his expense is similar in nature to that of 

insurance premiums or som.e other prepaid expense; each is recorded in 

an asset account and at the end of any period the amount of tbe service 

that has been used is transferred to an expense account and charged 

against revenue. The fact that depreciation is a non-cash transaction 

Opo cit. p.25.. The American reference is the American Institute 
of Certified Public Aecountots, Ag.countins.'ferm.noloSl Bulletin 
:lumber 1, Review and Resume, 1958, po76.. 
The useot the term. "reserve tor depreciation" is no longer re
cOJllDlended, byaccoi.m.1iiDg authorities.. The Cana4ian Iutitute of 
Chartered Accountants inA.ecountingand Auditing Statements, Bul
letlJiNO.. 9 reeomm.ends the use of "ac.cumu.lated depreciation" or 
"aeeUJD:Jilated allowance for depreciation" lnplaeeof reserve for 
depreciation.. 
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does not mean that the cash equivalent to the recorded depreciation will 

be available to meet the cost of asset replaceaent.. Resources from rev

enues may be applied in ~ny ways, only one of which is asset replace-

mente De»reciation accounting should not be eonfu.sed with a financial 

management decision to provide for replacement of long lived assets. 

The purpose ot depreciation is to match the costs otgenerating 

revenue with the revenue so generated. In other words, it is to record 

the loss in utility of the asset; 1t 1s a process of allocation. Ex

pressed in different terms, the definition of depreciation might be: 

"Ex.J\i.red utility: the loss of service yield from a fixed asset or fix

ed asset group that cannot be restored by repairs or replacement ot 

parts; caused by wear and tear (through use or disuse) 3 obsolescence 

(progress of the arts), and inadequacy (unSUitability to the particular 

enterprise)o"5 

3.3 Comparison of eommereial and 1nst1tutional account iag methods 

The basic purpose of aceountingis to prOVide accurate and mean

1ngtul financial information to aid management in setting policies and 

objectives and in making reliable administrative decisions. Certain 

problems and responsibilities not always found in a commercial organ

ization are present in a hospital because of the large number of varied 

activities in which it is engaged. 

The following is a list of the main differences between the two 

types of organizations: 

Howard Co Greer, Depreciation and the Price Level, The Accounting 
Review, April, 1948; p o 132 o 
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(1) Ownership - Commercial organizations are owned by 

individuals, either as a sale proprietorship, a partner

ship, or a corporate entity, whereas hospitals are usuall7 

owned by churches, social units, or governmental units. 

(2) Prot~t Motiv~ ... Most hospitals are operated as non

profit organ1zations o Commercial businesses, on the other 

hand, are formed generally to operate.at a profit placing 

a great deal ot em.Phas1s on the return on investment. Be

cause a hospital is organized on anon-profit basis doeellot 

mean that good accounting and management are 110t required. 

These are both aecessary in order to tulfilltiaaneial re

sponsibilities which are a prerequisite in keeping abreast 

ot the latest techniques in litesaving devices aDd ..dieal 

(3 ) Bource of Fwacl8 - While investaent 1a a comaercial 

business usually' eomes from. owners or creditors, hospitals 

frequentlY' receive funds fro. the public, directly' through 

eado'WDlents and fund raising campaigns, and indireetl1 

through goverDllent ass1staaee 0 As has been.cl1scused pre

Viously, a responsibility arises to accouat to the public 

tor the disposition of these f'UDds. 

(4) Service - Hos»1tals, in contrast to c.-reial bus

inesses, ofter a public service and general1r do not deny 

it to anyone in need of hospital eare, regardless ot their 

ability to »&Yo It tollonth.at the aount ot uncollected 

aeeounts in a hospital i8 ordiJu.rily JIlUch higher than ill a 
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commercial busmess, This statement _y not be true for 

all hospitals generall1p especially since the advent of 

hospital msurenee, However, bad debt losses in Saskat

chewan hospitals with accounts receivable between $250,000 

and $300.9 000 raage trom a low of $3,,500 to a b.igh of 

$46J1ooo in 1959 and a low of $7,300 to a high of $133,300 

in 19620 

(5 ) :frofessional Worksh0.R ... A hosp!tal is a unique in

stitution because it really operates in a middleman role, 

providing the faeilities where doctors ~ care for their 

patientso It is necessary that the hospital provide the 

facilities and services which will permit the patient to 

receive the best of' care at a reasonable cost. The fac

ilities affect the quality of service which doctors are 

able to render 0 lfhis, in turn affects the number and type 

of patients the hospital will admit. 

(6) F~ee Service.!~ .... Some hospitals have made a practice 

of' rendering several types of f'ree services and courtesy 

discounts 0 Courtesy discounts may be extended to various 

groups, such as: members of' the medical staff', members of' 

,the hospital board of'direetors, members. of religious 

ordersj and employees for their time given in training of' 

nurses and internes, in caring tor the indigent, and in 

professional advice given to the adm1nistratioDo 

(7) ~irdPartlPap.ents - Unlike most commercial institu

tions, hospitals receive payment f'or services from insur... 
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ance ~Ompanie6 or government agencf.es rather than directly 

from the pati,ent who received the servtce, The fairly re.... 

cent increase in contracting agencies including government 

sponsored hospitalization plans has made it essential that 

every hospital be in a position to evaluate its established 

rate forpartleular services in relation to the cost of 

rendering those serviees o There is a need to justify the 

rates that are charged, with more facts being required, be

cause of third party participationo 

(8) :R~~r of Products and services ... The aceounting systems 

of many commercial businesses are relatively simple because 

their revenue is derived trom fewer sources and under dif

ferent conditions than that of hospitalso A hospital's ac

counting system is complex because of the highly specialized 

end technical nature of the services rendered and the numer

ous products han.dled, such as: drugs, surpcal dress ings, 

artificial limbs, foodstuff's, and oxygen o 

(9) Advertising and Solicitation - Commercial organizations 

rely on good advertising programs and personal solicitation 

of their ealesmen to assist in the success of their opera

tlons o Hospitals do not advertise i.n the same manner but 

engage in good public relations programs to keep the CODle> 

munity informed" Au iavaluable aid in a public relat ions 

progrem for a hospital. is a good accounting system ,furnish

ing ac~urate financial and statistical information" 

304 Present practices in Saskatchewan hospitals 
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In Chapter 2, when discussing hospital finance9 it was mentioned 

that each Saskatchewan hospital is required to submit annual statements 

to the Department of Public Health0 These statements are subDrltted on 

a set of forms prescribed by the Federal Department of National Health 

and Welf'are o In addition to the financial return, a statistical return 

isrequ1redo The statements are to be prepared in accordance with the 

procedures as set out in the Canadian Hospital .Aceou.nting Manual and the 

Saskatchewan Supplement o In this way some uniformity in accounting and 

statistics is attained that provides a common st8Ddard of mea.surement 

and eomparisono 

The Canadip Hospital Accounting Manual reco-.ends the use of 

furld accounting. Althougb. the statements of hoS)'itals in the province 

are prepared with a fund breakdown, many of them do not practice fund 

accounting correctlyo Interviews, held with Department of Public Health 

officials and various hospital accountants and administrators, showed 

that, during the year, no attempt is made to record transactions by 

f'unds.. For example, when an asset 1s purchased with payment being made 

from the revenue f'und, instead of:mak.1ng the entries outlined on page 

22, m.any hospitals merely make thef'ollowing entry: 

Debit: Furniture ud Equi:paent $350000 

Credit: Cash (Revenue Fund) $350 000 

To record pur~hase of equipment oat of revenue fund 0 

As can be seen from the above, DO interf'und aceoun.ts are maintained to 

retain the equality of the two funds involved, and as a result, the 

advantages claimed for fund accounting are loat o At the year end, the 

auditors of these particular institutions merely baloce the funds by 

an adjust1D.g journal entry involving the respective "due ton and "due 
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from" accounts" This 1s ae~omplished by the following entrY' which relates 

to the above example: 

Debit: Due from Plant Fund $350000 
Credit ~ Due to Revenue Fuad 

To adjust intertwld accouats re purchase of 
equipment out of' revenue fund o 

The aboTe illustrative journal entries relate to only one purchase. Or

dinarily at year end the adjusting journal entry is the total of a number 

of such purchases" 

In order to acquire the benefits of fund accounting it is suggested 

that it be used correctly, even. though it may take a little more time and 

be a little more difficult to handle" The interfund accounts should be 

6reduced aJmually by an. actual transfer of cash" The situation now ap

pears to be that fund accounting is not being adhered to correctly, COD

sequently the benefits to be derived from fund accounting are not ob

tainedo Furthermore, an analysis of the financial statements of Suet

chewan Hospitals revealed, that i& many cases, cash was not transferred 

to settle the interfUnd liabilities" If this is the case, one of two 

alterraatives is available: 

(1) Change the present situation. so that fund accouating 

will be used to good advaatage, or 

(2) Abandon the use of fund acconting and adopt the 

conventional commercial method. 

The present syste. 1s neither tu.:m.d accountirtg nor co_ereial ac

6" A1J. alternate 'treatment 1;0 the transfer of cash is to write off the 
receivable and payable to the surplus accounts of the respective 
funds. The effect of this approach is to overstatl! the true sur
plus of one fund aad understate the true surplus of the other tuJld. 
A transfer of cash therefor!! is the preferred treatmeat" 
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counting but a combination of the two.. The solution is to choose one or 

the other, preferably fund aceounting because of the advantages outlined 

in a previous section of this chapter .. 

Another interesting point in this regard is the changes in record

ing transactions that occur from one year .to the next because of' changes 

in policy by the Rate Board of the Saskatchewan Hospital Services Plan. 

Notable among these changes are: (1) the exclusion of building deprec

iation in the rates of individual hospitals, and (2) the right to retain 

fifty percent net private room revenue7 and certain investment income for 

possible plant expansion.. As soon as changes in policy of this nature 

occured several hospitals immediately revised their accounting for these 

items. As a.n example~ when bUilding depreciation was no longer included 

in the .rates set by the provincial authority, it was not shown as an 

expense of operating a hospital in the Revenue Fund,\l resulting in an 

understatement of the deficit or overstatement otthe surplus for the 
8 

year.. The financial statements of institutions following this practice 

are not prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting prin

ciples, or the requirements set down in the Canadian Hos»ital .Accounting 

Kanualo There appears to be confusion as to what is generally accepted 

s.ccounting practice o The policies of the·provincial authoritY' should 

not determine what accounting procedure should be usedo In all cases 

good accounting principles {not intluenced by authorities who do not 

70 The right to retain fiftY' percent of the net private room revenue 
for replacement or expansion ot assets changed theaecountingtreat
ment ot this revenue account by some hospitals .. Private rooJlrevenue 
is income in the revenue fund. When the retantion priVilege was 
granted only fifty p,ereent of this revenue was shown in the revenue 
fund with the remainder in the plant fund. 

8.. No depreciation expense was charged in the revenue fund but, in the 
plant fund, the accumulated depreciation account was increased by a 
direct charge to surplus o 
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concern themselves with accounting techniques) should be the standard of 

recordingo 



40 RECORDING DEP1'iECIATION IN HOSPITAL ACCOUNTS 

40 1 Purpose of depreciation 

In the previous chapter a definition of depreciation accounting was 

outlined together with the main purpose ot depreciation. lor the sake of 

emphasis, the purpose ot depreciation will now be discussed in a mare de

tailed form. 

"Depreciation is a method adopted to record the utilization of a 

deterred charge to operations as a Justifiable component of the cost of . 

providing that service. ,,1 Regardless of who pays for the service or who 

donates tunds or :provides grants for buildings and equipment, the purpose 

of this procedure is to accurately determine the unit cost ot the service 

rendered. When an enterprise is using the accrual basis of accounting 

the depreciation ot 'lUted assets i8 pr1mari17 a problem. of timing. The 

ttaing of these 'transactions is difticult because there is not detinite 

means of measurement. There is no physical reduction or obvious shrink

age to provide proot ot cost expiration. This problem i8 co-»licated b7 

other factors, such as technological advance. and iJlprov_ents, the wear 

and tear of operations, the degree of _intenance and repairs, changes 

in the price level and changes in demand tor the service of the instltu

tiona The only real proof we have, no matter how hard it is to forecast, 

is that every piece of equipment or every building has a 11111ted service 

life because eventually it will be abandoned. 

Depreciation is thought of in many ways. Some have the i4ea that 

depreciation provides funds, as evidenced by the following statement: 

1 0 Paul Do Shannon.. Depree iat1.on 1n Hospital Accounting, The Modern 
Hospital, .. January, 1954, p.87. 
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"Depreciation should provide the funds necessary for keeping a company's 

plant and equipment abreast of technological progress and.for maintain

2ing its competitive manufacturing position,," Depreciation does reduce 

income without taking cash out of the business but this does not mean 

3that cash is increased.. This again relates to the timing probleDl in ac

crual accounting ... revenues and expenses are not exactly' timed with cash 

exchanges, due mainly to credit purchases and sales. "'fhe tact that 

assets on hand defer the need tor funds, does not make them sources ot 

funds.. It the notion that deprec1ationprovides funds were really a 

valid one we could solve any need tor cash by merely increasing the de
4

preciation charge .. 

Others are of the op1nion that depreciation is a means of pur

chasing new assets when the old ones wear out. 'lhis fallacy 1s related 

to the one above that depreciation provides funds Income is reducedo 

by the depreciation on fixed assets but no fund is necessarily accumu

lated.. The only way this could be accomplished is by an actual re

strict10n placed on cash in the same amount as depreciation expense .. 

The problem really boils down to a confusion of the purpose of account

1~ and the method of financing.. The purpose of' accounting is to record, 

classify and summarize, (in a significant manner and in terms of' money, 

business transactions entered into by an organization) and to interpret 

the results thereot .. It is.something completely different from finan

2.. N.. Ao Ao Research Report, Current Practice .in Aecount1nj for Depre
slationp Research Series No .. 23, April lp 1958, polOo

30 Depreciation expense does not require a cash outlay in each account
ing period; instead, the cash outlay is made when a fixed asset is 
acquired.. The cash outla,. 1s then ·a1loeated to oJerations each year 
as depreciation expense. 

4.. William J .. Vatter, Misconceptions About Depreciation, Hospital Ae
eountdng, February, 1960, po13.. 
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cing, which is an administration or management problem of having funds 

available when they are needed for the purpose of carrying out plans 

and policies of the organization. 

Other definitions advocated which confuse the issue ot depreci

ation include: 

(1) "Current depreciation charges should provide buying power 

equal to that possessed by dollars at the t!me originally com

5mitted to the assets now being depreciated j rt 

(2) "The annual depreciation advance should be reckoned as 

the amount that would have to be invested to keep the going 

value of the concern constant in the absence of changes in 

6expectations. 'f 

These definitions tend to place a greater emphasis on current or future 

costs and the economistts viewpoint. A discussion ot emphasis on cur

rent and future costs will be outlined in a later section of this paper. 

These various detinitions and views have clouded the depreciation 

issue. For accounting purposes, depreciation accounting is a system 

which aims to distribute the cost of an asset over its useful life. An 

asset may be represented by a bundle of services (service potential) 

which is used up in the operation of an organization.. As an organiza

tion uses up this bundle of services, operations should be charged with 

the usage in the form of depreciation. 'fhe depreciation charge is a 

substitution for rent in the event that facilities are provided for by 

outsiders rather than by purchase. 

5.. NoAoA.. Research Report, poll .. 
6" A1exander, SoSo, Income Measurement in a namic Econo , Golden 

Gate College Bookstore a reprint from the Journal of Accountancy), 
P o 48 . 
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4.2 An evaluation of arguments for and against recording depreciation in 
hospital accounts o 

One of the first arguments against the depreciation provision is 

the tact that it does not measure adequately' or reflect properly the per

tormance ot top management when there has been a change in management. 

Bew management 1s burdened with the cost of old assets over which it has 

no control. Teehn910gical advancements Eke assets obsolete and price 

level changes make original fixe4 asset costs out ot date. It is held 

by some that appraisals of management are meaningless when these changes 

occur. The contention held by this writer, however1 i8 that the a"rai

8al can still be made on the basis of costa controlled by the managerl 

or administrators, particularly such thinss as adequacy ot maintenance 

and repairs and COlt at ac1ditions or renovations to fixed useta. In 

addition, the report ot any institution ahould tell the JUblic what the 

overall result. ot the enterprise have b.en, including the COlt. of tae

illtles, these being properly publlc information. Thi. i. particularl1 

true in the ease ot non-profit organizations. 

Opponents of charg1Ds deJreciation contend that no original cost 

exiats when buildings or equipment have been acquired through donation, 

which is the case tor man;y hospitals. '!'hey sq that charging depreci

ation on a donated asset is not in accord with the currently accepte4 

theory of depreciat1ono It the definition of depreetation accounting 

is consulted again it i8 seen that the phrase tI or other recorded value" 

is included therein, which to this writer means inclusion of the fair 

market value of donated assets 0 The recomaended accountiq treat.ent 

(by most authorities) of donated assets i8 thef'ollowing accounting 
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Journal entry~7

Debit: Fixed Asset Account
Credit: Donated Surplus (Contributed)

To record donated asset.
s 

Depreciation entries are then recorded in the normal wayu The reasoning 

behind this journal entry is to show the donated asset in the books of 

account so that 8. proper accountability of the stewardship of these funds 

is had" 

The objective or an accounting system of a non-profit organization 

is to reflect the stewardship of tunds entrusted to the organizatioDo 

This view is held by JJ18J:!y individuals in non--profit organizations. It 

this is so, it J.Day be eon.tended "that it is more logical to attempt to 

match total expenditure with total income than to match current expense 

8
and current income" U Periodic depreciation charges would be eliminated 

beeauee the ent!recost of the asset would be charged to operations 0 

This view 1s held by most of thesmallernon-protit service organizations. 

They report their financial condition and results otoperations on a 

straight cash basis o It this were the ease .tor hospitals the use ot ti

naneial statements would be seriously atfected because the matching ot 

costs and revenue would be ~ existent~ and value judgements would be 

very difficult inasmuch as costs could not be determined with any degree 

ot accuracy0 It 'Would be almost impossible to compare one institution 

with another because ot various expenses and capital purchases made in 

one institution and not in the other o Performance evaluation would be 

See» tor example, Johnson and Kriegman,9 Intermediate Accounting, Third 
EQ.ition, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964, po201 and Karrenbroeh and 
Simons (Canadian Revision KcDouga11), Intermediate Accounting, Third 
Edition, WoJo Gage Limited, Toronto, p.4110 
James 0" Ellenberger, A ~ok at Depreciation Accounting in Bon-Proflt 
Organi~at1ons~' B"AoAo Bulletin, Januar,-, 1961, Section 1, po 58 0 
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difficult on the basis of cash receipts and disbursements because of 

fluctuations in receivables, payables, fixed assets acquisitions and 

other items which would normally be accrued or prepaid under the ae

crusl method.. The accrual method rests on the philosophy that reven

ues and costs should be allocated to the periods in which costs have 

expired and revenues have been earned" 

Some opponents of recording depreciation state that strict ad

herence to the accrual basis is not as urgent for non-profit organize.

tiona, such as universities and hospitals, as it is in the case of 

corporations organized tor profit.. This may be quite true if one con

siders only income taxes and dividend payments, but to this writer, it 

appears to be leaving the door wide o]ten to false or misleading finan

cia1 statements.. It an institution follows the accrual basis the writer's 

reeling is that it should be a complete accrual basis, not just for items 

that it may wish to accrue" The administration would be able to vary in

coae a.t 'Will merely by accruing or not accruing some items. The writer's 

feeling is tha.t there are two methods of accounting: cash or accrual. 

One or the other of the methods should be followed completely to avoid 

temptations and possible misrqresentatioIUl" 

The title of an article by Harvey Sherer in the Journal ot: Account

aney offers another argument against charging depreciation: "It Colleges 

Accrued Depreciation, Almost All Would Be BrOke.:t9 He conducted a study 

to determine the result of including depreciation as an expense of the 

institution. lIe :round that fourteen out of nineteen state controlled 

universities would have shown either a deficit or· increased an existing 

Harvey Sherer, It Colleges Accrued Depreciation, Almost All Would 
Be Broke, The Journal ot Accountancy, Februaq, 1954, p,,156.. 
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one" and only six out ot twenty...three private17 controUed.colleges and 

universities would have continued to show a surplus. The dec1sion against 

charging depreciation, because it increases an existing defieit or reduces 

a surplus to a deficit, is, in the estimation ot the wr1ter,not valid. 

There aretl:)1U ot statement presentation to show depreciation eqense as 

a separate item, either before or after the incaae for the year, which 

would seem. to be better disclosure than to om.it the item entirely. lon

profit institutions receive service from their tixed assets which should 

necessitate a charg~ against operationsl) An alternative argwaent proves 

interesting as well, particularly- in the case ot a daller non-protit 

service organization" When equipment or buildings are :purchased they 

would be shown as expenses in the year ot purchase, thereby increasing 

the deficit or "exaggerating the need;" It the a:mount of funds granted 

to the institution by the government or another granting body is based 

on the deficit incurred or the amount ot expenses involved, it is pre

ferable, from the institution's :point of view, to show fixed asset :pur

chases as an expense 1n the current year in order to justifY more tu.n4s 

for the following period. In eases such as this, the door is lett o])en 

to management man1JUlat1,n ot deticits in an effort to receive more funds 

in certain years, rather than'to report true deficit figures based on the 

benetits received trom the servieepotential of fixed assets o 

The National Committee on Municipal Accounting has presented the 

following reasons for not recording depreciation: 

"(1) It is not necessary to know the depreciated or replace

ment values of mu.nlcipalproperties, since property values 

cannot be used as a basis for credit. 
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(2) Since the m:u.niClipality as a. whole 1s concerned with 

operating profit or loss only" in the case of utilities and 

other self-supporting activities, it is not necessary to 

account tor depreciation in the general accounts. 

(3) If depreciation is accounted tor3 the depreciation 

reserve has no tmportance unless it is a cash fund de

signed to replace 'Worn-out properties. This is usually 

impractical9 where not illega.l. nI O 

Whether property values can or cannot be used as a basis for ob

taining credit should make no difference in deciding whether to depre

eiate fixed assets. The accumulated depreciation account is merely an 

accumulation ot depreciation charged in the past, the total amount of 

cost that has been allocated against revenue in a systematic and ration

a1 manner.. "Depreciation 1.5 a process of allocation not valua.tion. It As 

to the second reason given, that a municipality is not concerned with 

operating profit or loss, it should bepo1nted out that costs must be 

covered in some way.. The person or persons paying for the service are 

entitled to know what has happened in carrying on the o])eration.. "The 

service rendered to the beneficiaries is the product ot the store, the 

school, the hospital, the government; and the cost of that product 1s 

iIQortant wh~ther it Ls covered by charge accounts and installment ere-

dit, or by payroll deductions for the CODlllUD.ltyFund" And in this pro

cess, the cost of purchasing a typewriter, a motor....car or a building 

must be traced to current operations Just the same as are payroll and 

10. The Nationa.l C0m&11tteeon Municipal Accounting, Bulletin Bo. 5, 
MUnicipal Funds and ~eirBalance Sheets, Third Edition, June, 
1947, p.4l o 
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11office supp11.E:s. ff The third reason contuses depreciation accounting with 

the financing of replacements. The two are completelY' separate items as 

has been pointed out previously. 

In interviews held with officials of the Department of Municipal 

Affairs it was learned that municipalities in effect record depreciation 

or at least its equivalent on some fixed assets The procedure outlined iso 

a retirement of debt charge equivalent to depreciation and a subsequent ad

justment if the two are not equal. The reasoning given is that debentures 

are sold for fixed asset purchases and retired over the useful life of the 

asset. The life of the debentures and the estimated lite of the asset are 

ordinarily the same, or an adjustment is made for depreciation. The re

tirement of debt is charged to operations according to municipal accounting 

procedures, whereas in the commercial enterprise it is a reduction in a 

balance sheet item. Depreciation in accordance with commercial accounting 

usage, however, is charged on the books of a municipal utility because of 

the presence of other companies offering similar services and the need for 

a comparable bas is f"..r:om which to set or compare rates. 
12

Professor Lloyd Morey 1s ot the opinion that depreciation should 

not be charged against operations unless a corresponding amount of cash 

is set aside from current tunds to be available tor future replacement ex

penditures. While he recognizes theditterence between the accounting for 

depreciation and the financing of replacements Professor Morey maintains 

that unless actual cash 1s set aside no depreciation should be charged. 

11. William. J o Vatter, 0po cit., po15. 
12. Lloyd Morey, A Review of the Place and Function of Depreciation 

of Hospital Aceountln",g, The Modern Hospital, September, 1953, 
p.73. 
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Bome of his reasons are outlined in the above presentation.. In an answer 

to Protessor Morey's article Paul D. Shannon states, "Profits, deficits 

or source of funds have no bearing on the existence of depreciation: It 

it exists, it is a fact; if it is a fact, it must be recorded.,,13 It 1s 

difficult to see how or why the tinancing ot replacements would or should 

aftect the booking ot depreciation. The next chapter will outline the 

reasons for and against the funding of depreeiation. 

The discussion to this
) 

point has tor the BlOat part, set out the 

reasons against recording the depreciation charge. Although many ot the 

reasons in favor have already been given as counter arguments against 

the contention ot those who dislike inclusion ot depreciation charges on 

the books ot hospitals, emphasis will now be giyen to reasons in favor 

ot it. 

Mr. W. A. McKnight, in a letter to the Editor ot the mew York 

Certified Public Accountant, has outlined some good reasons tor the in
14

clusion ot depreciation. He states that a non-profit.organization, 

in order to survive, must be able to Justity itselt economicallJ as well 

as soc1al.1y. The question it faces, no matter what service it proVides, 

1s whether the same service could be provided' at less cost by other 

means. In order to answer this question, total cost must be considered. 

'!otal cost should include de,reclat1on. "'!'he organization which ignores 

it 1s burying its head in the sand. n 15 The hos,ital accountant is 

charged with the responsibility ot reflecting in the books all the trans

13. Paul D. Shannon, Ope cit., p.84.
14. W. A. McKnight, Letters to the Editor, The Hew York Certified 

Public Accountant, July, 1962, ,. 435. 
15. IDc. cit. 
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actions of the hospital.. No matter how the facilities are acquired, de

preci.a.tion is a real cost, just as materials and salaries are. If depre

ciation is not recorded, hospital services will be provided below cost, 

and this will create problems in maintaining the quality of service. 

In compar-Ing hospitals and hospital costs, depreciation calcula

tions are necessary in order to show efficiencies of administration 

through substitution or machines for manual methods. In this way, the 

cost of manual procedures can be compared to the machine cost (the 

largest portion of whi.ch would probably be the depreciation). 

With the increase of third party agencies, it is essential that 

the rates include the tull cost of rendering hospital service. This 

full cost should include depreciation on buildings and equipment. The 

Saskatchewan Hospital Service Plan has recognized the need for inclu

sion of equipment depreciation, but does not allow the inclusion of 

bUilding depreciation~ Many of the third party agencies in the United 

States include both bUilding and eqUipment depreciation. The writer 

believes the reason for the saskatchewan Plants position to be the fi

nancing of hospital through Dominion-Provincial Grants. If depreei

ation on bUildings were included in the rates, it would mean that hos

pitals w'Ould receive payment twice, once for the original construction 

and then through the rates A possible solution to this problem, iso 

to replace the present construction grants with a loan, repayable over 

the useful life of the buildingo This practice would necessitate the 

inclusion of depreciation in the daily rate in order to provide for 

the repayment of the loan~ In any event j rates set by the hospital 

board, as opposed to those set by the Provincial Rate Board, should in



elude both types of depreciation, because both torm part of the cost~

16
of operating a hospital. 

The application of the accounting principle of recording depre

eiation in hospitals can be defended on the following grounds: 

(1) The determination of operating costs and the matching 

of costs with revenue; 

(2) A knowledge of costs for purposes of comparing ef

ficiency and evaluating performance. 

There is doubt in the minds of some individuals whether or not the same 

principles apply to non~profit institutions as to commercial enterprises. 

If a non~profit organization has adopted the accrual method of account

ing, the writer can see no reason why the accounting principles in both 

fields are not the same. The principle of matching costs with the 

revenue produced should apply. Under the accrual method, depreciation 

should be recorded Just as any other expense is. 

4.4 Methodology 

Both the American Hospital Association and the Canadian Hospital 

Association recommend the chargi.ng of depreciation on the books or the 

hospita.l. The Canadian Hospit.al Accounting Manual st.ates in thi.s re

gard~ nAIl buildIngs, furniture and equipment suffer depreciation ~ a 

decline in 'value due to obsolescence and the wear and tear occasioned 

in use This lessening in value is entirely separate and a.part from o 

160 This means that t~o rates might be in effect, one for beneficiaries 
of the hospital plan and the otl1er for non beneficiaries, such as 
non residents and uninsured residents of the province o 



17fluctuations in the market price of such assets." The American counter

part adds the rollowing statement: "Depreciation of hospital plant as

sets (building, equipment, turniture, etc.) is recognized as a regular 

hospital expense, and should be recorded under Provision for Deprecia

tion (Account 681L 18 In addition to recommending depreciation, both 

assoc1.ations have provi.ded checklists of supplies and services, buildings 

and bUilding service equipment and major equipment (See Appendix A). The 

first checklist is regarded as an aid in coding regular operating expenses. 

The other two are lists of bUildings, bUilding service equipment and 

major equipment, together with their recommended useful lives. The 

straight line method of calculating depreciation is suggested because 

19nit is the one which is most accurate." Whether the straight line 

method (original cost less salvage value divided by estimated useful lite) 

is the most accurate is debatable, but it is simple to calculate and 

easily understood.. This method is applicable only when an equipment 

ledger is maintained.. Where there is no individual equipment breakdown 

20
available, a fixed, overall or composite rate of ~ is suggested. 

Regardless of' what method Of' calculating depreciation is in use, 

the following journal entries should be made to record depreciation: 

Plant Fund: 

lAebit: Due from Revenue Fund 
Cred1t~ Accumulated Depreciation 

To record depreciation for year and set up amount 
due from revenue fund. 

17. The Ca.nadian Hospital Accounting Manual, Accounting and Statistical 
Principles and Procedures tor Canadian Hos~itals, Second Edition, 
Canadian Hospital Association, Toronto, p.144.

18. Uniform Chart of Accounts and Detinitions tor Hos~itals, American 
Hospital Association, Chicago, Illinois, 1961,p. O. 

19. The Canadian Hospital Accounting Manual, OPe cit., p.146. 
20. The Composite Rate Depreciation Method will be discussed in 

Chapter 6.. 
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Revenue Fund: 

Debit: Depreciation Expense 
Credit: Due To Plant Fund 

To record depreciation expense for the year 
and set up amount due to plant fund. 

Theoretically, the interfund accounts should be closed by an actual 

cash transfer from the Revenue Fund to the Plant Fund. This transfer of 

cash, together with the accumulation of a fund for replacement of assets 

is called the funding of depreciation and is the topic of the following 

chapter. 



50 THE FUNDING OF DEPRECIATION 

50 1 Definition ot funding of depreciation 

Another aspect of the overall problem of depreciation in hospitals 

is the funding of depreciation. The phrase "rundmg of deprec tat ton" has 

also contributed to the confusion that exists regarding depreciation. 

What is actually meant by "funding of deprec1ation tl is that cash is set 

aside for the purpose of replacing assets. The amount of the depreci

ation expense is used as a basis of measurement in the funding process. 

A cash fund for the purpose of replacing assets is primarily a financing 

problem and not an accounting problem. Accounting merely records the 

fund transactions that are agreed upon by the board of trustees. To be 

more explicit, under current accounting practice, funding depreciation 

may not prOVide adequate cash for replacement of assets. This cash re

serve really acts as a replacement fund for the portion of the cost of 

replacement equipment which is equal to the historical cost of equipment 

replaced. In other words, it is comtemplated that the replacement will 

be the same kind of equipment, with no technological improvement or 

price changes. From the above it can be seen that, over a period of 

years, this funding process may not yield sufficient cash to replace 

the asset, especially, if some improvement has been made in that par
I 

ticular item or there has been an increase in level of prices. 

In order to cover replacement of plant and equipment adequately, 

technological improvements and the movement of prices must be predicted 

qUite accurately~ In addition, the actual timing of the replacement 

must be known or estimated well in advance. Because of the difficulty 

l~ This contention will be expanded in Chapter 7. 
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of these forecasts, especially since no reliable method is available 

to foresee the extent of technological advances, it is a practical im

,ossibility to create a cash reserve which will provide completely for 

replacement. What is accomplished, then, through funding of depreci

ation is a cash reserve which will aid in the replacement of assets, 

the full cost of replacements being paid for by the cash so accumulated, 

by donations and by hospital revenues allocated for plant fund pur

poses. It is assumed here that prices will continue to rise as they 

have in the past. It is conceivable but unlikely that the reverse may 

be true. If it should happen, an overprovision in the cash reserve 

might result. 

5.2 Relative advantages and disadvantages of funding depreciation 

Whether to create and systematically add to a cash reserve for 

2replacement depends on a number of factors: 

(1) Whether one of the goals of the hospital is to perpetuate 

itself. 

(2) If that goal is accepted, whether providing for the re

placement of assets is a goal. 

(3) If the replacement of assets is accepted as a goal, how 

will the community support the replacement of assets now and 

in the future? 

(4) Where will the amount of monies available for the re

placement fund come from? 

2. Ralph F. Miller, Appreciation of Depreciation, Hospital Accounting, 
Journal of the American Association of Hospital Accountants Incor
porated, March, 1964, p.9. 
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If a hospital wants to perpetuate itself, it must provide for re

placement of assets in some manner. Two points of view exist in this 

regard: 3 

(1) The community has the responsibility of replacing the fac

ilities when they become worn out. It is argued that since the faeil

ities were paid for by one generation, it is only fair that the next 

should bear the cost of replacing them. 

However, acceptance of this point of view does not insure the 

availability of adequate liquid assets for replacement purposes or gu

arantee the hospital a relatively permanent existence. A hospital would 

be in a much better position to perpetuate itself if it could fund de

preciation. In this way, the important factor is the accumulation of a 

cash reserve and not what future generations will contribute voluntarily 

in the way of capital and ideas. There is no reliable way to forecast 

economic conditions a half a century from the present; consequently a 

safe procedure if permanence is considered desirable is the establish

ment of a cash reserve for the replacement of assets based on depreci

4
ation charges. 

(2) The second point of view is that it is desirable to obtain 

assets for replacement from patients by including a depreciation charge 

in the rate and then funding it. 

The argument against this view is that, since donors have paid 

for the facility, a duplicate charge would be made against the commun

ity - once when the assets were acqUired and again through the inclusion 

3. Ibid, p.9.
4. The cash fund so accumulated is not likely to provide sufficient 

capital to replace the assets, but it would aid considerably in 
financing the replacement of facilities. 
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of depreciation in the rates. Usually the initial contribution does not 

carry an agreement to render specific services to an individual, thus it 

is contributedcapltal with no concessions or obligations to the donor. 

The rates charged for services should be adequebe to cover depreciation, 

since the use of a hospital is not restricted to members of the commun

ity who built it. 

With communications and transportation what they are today, 

members of the community are sure to receive hospital care in other 

areas and members from other areas are sure to use a particular commun

ity's facilities. 5 

The best solution to the problem is to include in the rate an am

ount for the use of the facilities and set it aside for eventual replace-

mente 

A serious objection, raised by many individuals in the hospital 

field, to funding depreciation is that money is tied up which could be 

used effectively in other places, such as temporary loans for operating 

purposes. The first point to raise here is that when a cash reserve of 

this nature is established it is only good business sense to invest it 

Wisely and thereby earn added income which may then be used for replace

ment purposes. If the operating fund is in need of working capital 

there is no reason why an interfund loan could not be used, prOVided 

that the transaction1s correctly recorded and the cash is available. 

The loan together with interest at the going rate should be repaid to 

5. Intercommunity movement particularly affects the larger institu
tions where newer equipment, newer techniques and trained person
nel are available. 

6. It should be remembered that four entries are necessary; a debit 
to cash and a credit to a liability account in the Revenue Fund; 
and a debit to a receivable and a credit to cash 1n the Plant Fund. 
The other two entries are recorded when the loan is repaid. 

6 
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the Plant Fund when the need for the additional working capital is no 

longer present. The loan may also be offset by capital purchases by 

the Revenue Fund. 

An important reason to fund depreciation is to :put management, 

the Board, and the community on notice as to the adequacy of financing. 

Their judgement will be sharpened by a clearer presentation of the as

sets, liabilities and res)Onsibilities of the Revenue Fund and the 

Plant Fund. 

Many hospitals find that they are not in a position to fund de

preciation. If this is so, the administration of the hospital should 

take notice of the following warning: "If a hospital is not in a posi

tion to fund depreciation it is underfinanced and the community is get

ting a bargain, but only for the short run as the inevitable day of 

reckoning is coming when the hospital is going to be faced with finan

7cing the replacement of capital assets, which requires cash. tt 

If depreciation if funded, most of the objections to charging 

depreciation in hospitals m.ight disappear. It is true that funding of 

depreciation is a separate issue from the recording of depreciation 

but nevertheless, there are those who favor depreciation only if it 

is funded correctly. 

Another school of thought also exists regarding depreciation 

and funding. In the previous chapter the entries recommended for re

cording depreciation were given. The use of the interfund accounts, 

Due to and Due from, carries with it an obligation ot cash transfer. 

7. Robert O. Byrnes, Depreciation and Funding of Depreciation, Hospital 
Accounting, Journal of the .American Association of Hospital Accoun
tants Incorporated, October, 1962, 1'.10. 
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Some author!ties feel that unless the Due to and Due from accounts. are 

actually reduced by a, Jeriodic cash transfer, there is no point in charg

ing depreciation. The writer's opinion is that depreciation should be 

recorded even if no cash is transferred. Recording depreciation without 

funding would result in a large receivable in the Plant Fund and a large 

payable in the Revenue Fund. These receivable and payable amounts are 

reduced in some institutions by an adjustment to the corresponding sur

8:plus accounts in the ~lant and revenue funds. 

This practice results in a misstatement of surplus as these ae

counts are true receivable and payables when fUnd accounting is prac

ticed. Since the receivable and payable accounts were set up asa re

sult of recording the de)reciation expense, the write off of these ac

counts means that the accumulated surplus figures are not affected by 

the depreciation charge. Consequently, the balances in the surplUS 

accounts at any point ot time would not be equal to the sums of incomes 

earned by the respective funds. Uninformed readers of financial state

ments of the institutions tend to be mislead by this procedure. There

fore, the procedure recommended here is that depreciation be funded, 

es~ecially depreciation included in the hospital's rate, and, if the 

need arises for working capital in the Revenue Fund, it, be loaned back 

at that time. 

The entries to record the funding of depreciation are as follows: 

(1) The first entry, of course, is to record the depreciation 

provision - see Chapter 4. 

(2) In the Revenue Fund: 

8. See previous chapter. 
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Debit: Due to Plant Fund 
Credit: Revenue Fund Cash 

To record transfer of cash re depreciation expense. 

(3) In the Plant Fund: 

Debit: Plant FundBa.nk (Funded Depreciation) 
Credit: Due From Revenue Fund. 

To record receipt of payment re depreciation expense. 

The funded depreciation monies should be kept se])arate and invested 

wisely so that money will not be sitting idle but will be earning interest 

for the institution. 

In conclusion, a notable accounting author has the following to say 

regarding the provision for replacement: tlBo business ever got into ser

ious trouble by setting aside funds to be used for the replacement of its 

assets but there are many which have experienced financial difficulty as 

a result of an unprofitable expansion which exhausted their available 

9tunds and left them unable adequately to handle replacements." 

5.3 Current practices in Saskatchewan hospitals 

In the province, as shown by an analysis of financial statements 

submitted to the De,artment of Public Health, very few individual hos

pitals fund depreciation. Table 5 shows that out of a total of 143 

statements checked, only three hos])itals appear to be fUlly funding de

preciation. A further 41 hospitals ap,ear to be funding partially. This 

total includes those who are funding equipment depreciation or a portion 

of both building and equipment del'reciation. This follows from the fact 

that the Saskatchewan Hospital Services Plan allows only equipment depre

9. Perry Mason, Depreciation and the Financing of Replacements, A 
reprint from the Accounting Review, December, 1935, in Financial 
Accountin~ Theory, Zeff and Keller, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
1964, p.l 6. 
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eiation in rate setting. 

In addition to the above, the analysis revealed that 53 hospitals 

do not even have a plant tund eash or bank aceount which presumably shows 

that no attempt has ever been made to fUnd the depreciation. Of the re

maining 90 hospitals that did show a bank account, sizable in many in

stances, only 62 had made investments in order to earn income on the 

l O 
fund. The existence of a cash aceount may indicate that some attem,pt 

has been made to tund depreciation in the )t8.st. 

Table 5
Recording and Funding of Delreciation

Current Practices in Saskatchewan Hospitals (1963>'

(a) 
In Revenue In Plant 

Recording of Depreciation Total Fund Fund Reither 

Equipment 143 143 0 0
Building 143 136 3 3

(b) 
Full 

Total Funding Partial Neither 

Funding of Depreciation 143 3 41 99 

(c) 

Total No. l!! !2 
Presence of Plant Fund Cash 143 90 53 
Presence of Plant Fund Investaents 143 62 81 

Source: Annual financial statements submitted to the Department of 
Public Health. 

Otp.er practices revealed by the analysis were: (a) The accumu

10. It may be that special savings accounts are utilized,- but in the 
writer's opinion, there are other investments which yield a higher 
return and are just as secure an investment. Further, no ment ion 
was made of any sJecial savings accounts on &n1 of the respective 
financial statements of these institutions. 
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lation of a replacement fund, with a material amount of cash and invest
11 

ments, in the Revenue Fund rather than the Plant Fund; (b) Rather than 

actual cash transfers, reserves appear to be used by some institutions, 

the reserve being equal to depreeiation on equipment. 

On the basis of the results of the analysis of the 1963 hospital 

financial statements, very few hospitals in the province appear to be 

funding or attempting to fund depreciation. In cases where they are, con

centration is placed on funding equipment depreciation because it is in-

eluded in the rate paid by the Hospital Plan. Every effort should be 

made by individual hospitals to begin a policy of systematic financing so 

that each one will be in a good financial position to replace facilities 

when necessary. It is therefore recommended that depreciation of plant 

and equi:pment be funded wherever and whenever possible. If the Revenue 

Fund requires working capital, a loan may be made by the Plant Fund to 

the Revenue Fund, but systematic repayments should be made to the Plant 

Fund. 

11. This appears to be illogical because the administrator is respon
sible for the revenue fund and the board for the Plant Fund. There 
is an overlap, but the correct place for a re)lacement fund is in 
the Plant Fund of a hospital organization. 



6. ANALYSIS OF DEPRECIATION PRACTICES FOLLOWED BY
THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL IN SASKATOON

6.1 Category breakdown of equipment 

There are three main types of equipment in the University Hospital: 

(A) Office furnishings 

This grouping includes all the equipment required by an 

institution to »rovide working facilities for its employees. 

(1) Office furniture (desks, chairs, etc.). 

(2) Mechanical equipment (typewriters, calculators, etc.). 

(3) Records equipment (dictators and transcribers). 

(B) Institutional 

This grouJ of equi~ment relates to the necessities of any 

organization that provides for the lodging of Jeople. 

(1) Kitchen (cooking equipment). 

(2) Laundry (washing and ironing equipment). 

(3) Housekeeping and Maintenance (cleaning, repairing 

and other equipment necessary for general upkeep of 

grounds and buildings). 

(4) Residence (household furniture for staff and stUdents). 

(C) Medical and Surgical EqUipment 

Included in this category is equipment that is related to 

the care of the patient. 

(1) Medical and surgical (operating room furnishings, 

examining equipment and other instruments). 

(2) Laboratories (COUlter counters, electrocardiograph 

machines and other equipment used in various special 

service departments of the hospital). 
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(3) Radiology (x-ray equipment and developing apparat'U,s ). 

(4) Pharmacy and Central Supply (centralized sterilizing 

equipment, pharmaceutical manufacturing and dispensing 

equipment and ventalungs, etc.). 

(5) Ward equipment (patient room furnishings). 

In addition to the above, there are also two areas, teaching and 

research, that require specialized equipment. This equipment can usu

ally be used for patient care purposes as well as for the teaching and 

research functions. 

6.2 Canadian Hospital Accounting Manual Check Lists 

Saskatchewan hospitals, including the University Hospital, are re

quired to submit annual financial statements based, generally, on the 

methods and procedures set out in the Canadian Hospital Accounting Man

ual. 1 Since this manual is published for the use of all hospitals in 

Canada, regardless of size, type, or ownership, minor variations will 

occur in the application by each hospital of the methods or forms out

lined in it. n ••• o.the manual lays a foundation of fundamental ac

counting principles and erects a framework of basic unifor.mity, upon and 

around which a structure of methods and systems best suited to the needs 

of particular hospitals may be built, with imagination and initiative. 

It establishes a pattern which will assist accounting personnel in sup

plying management with adequate data for complete and accurate statis

tical reporting as well as with reliable infol~ation for operation con

1. The Canadian Hospital .Accounting Manual will hereafter be referred 
to as the manual or as CHAM. 
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trol and a maximum protection of resources, based on a high standard of 

2uniform recording and reporting~f1

The manual contains the following checklists for classification 

of accounting transactions. 3 

(1) Supplies and services checklist - provides a ready reference 

for determining the proper account to charge for expenses incurred. 

(2) Buildings and bUilding service equipment checklist - sets 

out the major items of the hospital plant and indicates their account 

classification. It also prOVides a recommended estimate of the useful 

life for the various types of buildings and bUilding service equipment. 

(3) Major equipment checklist - includes a listing of the movable 

equipment to be included in the major equipment classification together 

with a recommended estimate of its useful life. 

The analysis that is to follow will be confined to the checklist 

dealing with major eqUipment. 

As far as can be determined by correspondence and existing liter

ature, these checklists originated around 1917 in the United States 

where they were used by the Federal Department of Revenue in determin

ing taxable profits. The rates established presumably were based on 

actual experience of commercial enterprises. These depreciation tables, 

previously adopted by the United Hospital Fund of New York City, were 

accepted by the Canadian Hospital Association as a "reasonable and 

2. Accounting and Statistical Principles and Procedures for Canadian 
Hospitals, The Canadian Hospital Accounting Manual, Canadian 
Hospital Association, Toronto, 1959, p.1X of the Introduction. 

3. See Appendix A. 
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4respectable estimate of life. II The tables have been revised from time 

to time based on actual experience and have been added to as additional 

equipment is available. 

In estimating the maximum number of years of useful life for 

equipment, consideration should be given to normal wear and tear, obsol

escence and general inadequacy. Since the checklists are guides and 

have not changed materially over the years, it would appear that no at

tempt has been made to provide for obsolescence or inadequacy. SUpport 

for this contention is given in the following statement by a notable 

author of textbooks on hospital accounting: "Obsolescence and inade

5 quacy are not normally recognized as such in the accounts of a hospital." 

The problem of accounting for obsolescence will be discussed in a later 

part of this chapter. 

6.3 Analysis of replacements 

6.3.1. Introduction 

An analysis of replacements was undertaken at the University 

Hospital for the years 1961 to 1964. The actual useful life of the 

equipment replaced was compared with the recommended estimate of 

useful life provided in the CHAM checklist. 

Equipment has been replaced primarily for the following reasons: 

(1) Obsolescence and technological improvements. Replacement 

occurred because of an important advancement in the design of equip

ment subsequent to the purchase of the original item, even though the 

Correspondence received from Mr. Walter W. B. Dick, Chairman, 
Committee on Accounting and Statistics, Canadian Hospital Assoc
iation. 

5. L. Vann Seawell, Principles of Hospital Accounting, Physicians 
Record Company, Berwyn, Illinois, 1960, p.287. 
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physical life of this piece of equipment had not expired. 

(2) Wear and tear. Equipment was replaced because it had worn 

out through use. A differentiation is made in this category between 

normal and extraordinary use. Extraordinary utilization occurs where 

a machine is subject to abnormally frequent use. For example, a ma

chine designed to be operated for a single shift each day is used on a 

double shift basis. 

(3) Increased volume. New equipment is purchased to handle ex

panded demands or an increased work load. One example would be a rapid 

increase in tests to be performed on patients upon admission, due to an 

increase in the number of patients or an increase in the number of tests 

to be completed for each patient. In most cases, increased volume has 

resulted in the addition rather than the replacement of equipment. 

(4) Staff considerations. Equipment was replaced to effect an 

improvement of working conditions, such as more comfortable surround

ings or increased safety. While many replacements in this category 

were made possible by technological improvements, a number of purchases 

were made for other reasons. 

It should be pointed out that there may be more than one reason 

for replacement of a particular piece of equipment. Quite often it was 

difficult to isolate a single reason for the replacement of this piece 

of equipment 0 

A. Office furnishings 
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Table 6,,1 

Comparison of Actual Service Life of Equipment Replaced 
With the Estimated Useful Life Recommend by CHAM 

Office Furnishings 

Actual Service Life of Items Replaced 
In Excess of Less than Equal to 

No" of Items CHAM CHAM CHAM 
Type of Equipment .~ep1aced Estimate Estimate Est Dnate 

Office Furniture 5 1 4 

Mechanical Equipment 14 9 4 1 

Records EqUipment 4 4 

Source - AppendiX B 

(1) Office furniture" The majority of equipment in this category, 

according to the Canadian Hospital Accounting Manual, has an estimated 

6
useful life of fifteen or twenty years" Since the University Hospital 

has not been in operation for more than ten years, it is impossible to 

evaluate fully the estimates in the manual .. 

As is shown in Table 6,,1, of the five items that have been replac

ed, four have had an actual service life less than the manual estimate 

and the other one was in excess of the estimate. Replacement prior to 

the expiration of the estimated useful life of equipment was caused by 

staff considerations, mainly improving working conditions with a more 

comfortable and less fatiguing type of furniture. In the other case, or

dinary wear and tear was the reason given for replacement" One item, 

rugs, which appeared to have a life in excesB of the CHAM estimate, should 

probably have been replaced sooner" At the time of replacement, the rugs 

6" Checklist Three in the manual suggests a useful life for desks (metal) 
of twenty years; wood, fifteen years; for chairs, swivel or upholster
ed, ten years; metal, twenty years; and wood, fifteen years. 
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were in a deplorably threadbear condition" Purchase of new rugs had 

been postponed because of budgetary restrictions and a value judgement 

by top management" 

For this group of assets, no conclusive evaluation of the check

lists can be made because of the age of the institution and consequent 

paucity of replacements" It does appear, however, that the CHAM esti

mates will be reasonably accurate, particularly since technological im

provements and obsolescence are not among the reasons for replacement 

of these items. 

(2) Mechanical equipment 0 The recapitulation of the analysis 

of replacements given in Table 6,,1 shows that, of fourteen replacements 

in this category, nine had actual service lives in excess of the manual 

estimate, four had less than and one was the same as the estimate. One 

type of equipment which the experience at University Hospital has shown 

to have a life significantly in excess of the estimate is electric type

writers. A possible reason for this discrepancy might be the repair 

policy of the hospital which makes service contracts a necessity for 

this type of equipment Q Howeverj a policy of preventative maintenance 

on typewriters and other similar equipment appears to be a standard 

practice" Manual typewriters have also been in use for a number of 

years in excess of the estimate" This difference has resulted from 

several factors: a) a policy of staggered replacement was instituted, 

based on a value judgement by management; b) differences in utiliza

tion were also present j where one department did not use the machine 

to the same extent as anothex As a result of the replacement deo 

ferral, excessive repair costs were incurred which in a few instances 
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approached the cost of a new typewriter. 7 To counteract the utilization 

differences, typewriters were transferred from one department to another. 

Special factors, such as excessive utilization and obsolescence 

will explain why certain items in this category had an actual useful lite 

less than estimated for them by the checklist. A point worthy of note is 

that where ob~olescence and technological improvement has been a factor, 

errors 1n the recommended useful life begin to appear. 

The study indicates that the estimated life for electric type

writers should be increased. Analysis of the reasons for replacement 

of the manual typewriters would indicate that the CHAM estimate of their 

useful life is reasonable. 

(3) Records equipment~ The actual useful life of the four items 

replaced in this catego~ exceeded the manual estimate. Based on the 

University Hospital utilization of dictating equipment, which appears 

to be average, the useful life estimate should be extended. 

One other item, a multilith machine, was considered to be obso

lete, but replacement was not allowed because the benefits to be der

ived from the new machine were not considered great enough to warrant 
8

the expenditure. 

7. Mr. Bert Massey, Purchasing Agent of the University Hospital, stated 
on April 7, 1964 that this situation has occurred on several oc
casions in the past few years

80 This appears to be an example 
o 

of partial obsolescence which will be 
discussed later in this chaptero 
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B. Institutional equipment 

Comparison of Actual Service Life of Equipment Replace,£ 
With the Estimated Useful Life Rec9mmend by CHAM 

Institutional ~uipment

Actual Service Life of_Items Repl~
In Excess of Less than Equal to 

No. of Items CHAM CHAM CHAM 
Type of Equipment Replaced Estimate Estimate Estimate 

Kitchen 

Laundry 

Housekeeping and 
Maintenance 

Residence 

11 

12 

1 

1 

4 

3 

6 

1 

7 

2 

Source = Appendix B 

(1) Kitchen o Table 60 2 shows that the actual lives of seven of 

the eleven replacements were equal to the manual estimate. The remain

ing four lives were reasonably near to the estimate. Only one item, 

stainless steel water thermoses, needs further discussion. These water 

thermoses replaced plastic models which were originally purchased because 

of budgetary constraints. The new stainless steel thermoses were pur

chased because of patient-care considerations; that is, better bacteria 

control is now possible. 

(2) Laundry. There have been no major replacements of la.undry 

9
equipment. The laundry superintendent has stated that the equipment 

in his department will last fifteen years on the average, provided good 

90 The estimated useful life of the laundry equipment as set out in 
Checklist Three is fifteen years which is in excess of the life 
of the institution. 
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maintenance is continued and the equipment utilization is not increased 

beyond the present one-shift basis. If the department were to operate 

on a two shift basis, the equipment's useful life would be reduced. There 

would mot be, however, a proportionate decline in the estimated useful 

life; that is, the life would not be reduced from fifteen to seven or 
10

eight years. 

(3) Housekeeping and maintenance. A comparison reveals that the 

estimated lives and actual useful lives of replacements in this category 

are reasonably close. The differences are random with two equal, four in 

excess of, and six less than the estimates. Significant differences are, 

on the one hand, due to excessive util~zation and, on the other, to a 

policy of preventative maintenance. The preventative maintenance policy 

necessitates regular servicing of all equipment and has proven effective 

in most areas as major breakdowns seldom occur. There appear to be two 

exceptions to this explanation for significant differences in the actual 

and estimated useful lives of maintenance equipment. The useful lives 

of the lawn mowers appears to be underestimated; seasonal use only and 

the repair policy of the hospital has made this an exception. The other 

exception is the electric welder which was replaced because of a tech

nologlcal advancement. While obsolescence and the introduction of tech

nological improvements do not appear to be an important factor in this 

area, where they occur the CHAM estimated useful life is excessive. 

(4) Residence. Very few replacements have been made in this cat

egory because of the relative newness of the hospital. The on~ replace

10. Diseussion based on conversation with Mr. N. Smith, the laundry 
superintendent. 
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ment has been an institutional clothes dryer capable of accomodating 

heavier loads, in order to better accomodate staff needs. 

c. Medical and surgical equipment relating to patient care 

Table 6.3 

Comparison of Actual Service Life of Equipment ReRlaced
With the Estimated Useful Life Recommend by CHAM

Medic~l and surgical equipment relating to patient care 
Actual Service Life of Items Replaced 
In Excess of Less than Equal to 

No. of Items CHAM CHAM CHAM 
...,.1l~lac,e~ ~stimate Estimate Estimat~

Medical and Surgical 
EqUipment 19 15 4 

Laboratories 21 14 7 

Radiology 1 1 

Pharmacy and Central 
Supply 9 7 2 

Ward Equipment 5 5 

Source - Appendix B 

(1) Medical and surgical eqUipment. Table 6.3 indicates that of 

nineteen replacements, fifteen were replaced prior to the expiration of 

their estimated useful life and four were replaced at the expiration of 

their useful life as estimated by the manual~ Further analysis reveals, 

that, of the fifteen with lives less than the manual estimate over fifty 

percent were extremely close to the estimate. In most cases, the remain

ing differences can be explained by the obsolescence factor as a result 

of technological improvements. An Emerson iron lung has been replaced 

by a Bennett respirator because of the improvement the latter offers to 

the care of the patient. The teaching function was another reason for 
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the replacement, for without this new type of respirator, the University 

Hospital would not have kept abreast with other teaching institutions. 

A new operating table was purchased in 1963 for use in major sur

gery. This table facilitated better positioning of patients for the 

various specialties, a feature which was very limited and inadequate on 

some of the previous models. Other replacements because of technology 

changes included a dental unit and an anaesthetic machine. 

In this category, on the whole, the manual estimates appear fairly 

accurate except where technological improvements are involved. 

(2) Laboratories. Of twenty-one replacements in this category, 

seven reached the manual estimate of useful life and fourteen were re

placed prior to its estimate. Where replacement has been caused by 

ordinary wear 'and tear, the estimated and actual life of the equipment 

compare favourably" Excess utilization due to an increased workload 

has caused premature replacement in several cases. Technological impro

vements are also of great significance in this group. Obsolescence 

factors and mechanization possibilities suggested replacement sooner 

than it was undertaken, but delays were necessary because of budget 

restrictions and value judgements of top management. 

By and large, the estimates as recommended by the manual are 

reasonable apprOXimations, except where technological improvements are 

encountered. This suggests that, where possible, equipment should be 

segregated as to the possibility of technological improvements, and 

the estimated useful life should be reduced accordingly. 

(3) Radiology. Only one major item has been replaced, having 

attained an actual service life of half the estimated life. A polar

oid x-ray unit capable of ten-second development replaced a unit re
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qu1ring two minutes to develop films.. Speaking of this equipment as a 

replacement is not completely true as the new feature was merely instal

led on the old machine. This has been true in many similar cases concern

ing radiological equipment~ Only in cases of major improvements, such as 

fluoroscopy and cineradiography, has it been necessary to purchase a com

pletely new unit. 

As with the case of the laboratory equipment, radiological equip

ment subject to technological improvements should be segregated and the 

estimated useful life reduced. 

(4) Pharmacy and central supply. In this category, nine major 

replacements have taken place. Of the replacements, seven had actual 

useful lives less than the manual estimates and two had actual lives 

equal to it. Only three of the seven at variance need further analysis 

because the remainder differed only by a single see», Two of these 

three items, a washing machine and an autoclave, were replaced because 

of excessive utilization caused by working more than one shift. The 

other replacement, a high speed sterilizer, is considered a technol

-ogical improvement because of its ability to provide emergency service 

in a mintmum of timeo 

(5) Ward equipment.. There have been, as could have been an.. 

ticipated, very few replacements in this groupfng, Of the five that 

have taken place all have had a useful life less than the manual sug

gests. Excessive utilization was given as the reason for one item. 

Two of the other units were replaced because they were no longer suited 

for the required purposes.. The remaining one that differed signifi

cantly in useful life was a special case, not so much one of obsoles

cence or technological improvement, but more because of the availability 
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of funds. Hi-lo beds were not purchased when the hospital was opened 

because of the increased cost it would have involved. Consequently, 

with the need for this type of unit increasing, a gradual replacement 

has been taking place. 

Since there has been no real amount of significant replacements, 

it is not possible to evaluate the estimated useful lite of eqUipment 

in this category. The ward eqUipment, for the most part, has an 

estimated useful life of fifteen and twenty years as is shown in Check

list Three in Appendix A. 

6.3.3. Summary 

Based on the above discussion, Table 6.3, and Appendix B, it can 

be stated that, in general, the checklists in the Canadian Hospital Ac

counting Manual appear to be reasonable where the cause of replacement 

is physical wear and tear. Several minor variations have been discus

sed, namely, electric typewriters and dictating equipment. A major 

variation occurs whenever obsolescence or technological improvements 

are factors in the replacement of equipment. The closer the equipment 

is to the treatment of the patient, the more frequently these factors 

arise. As has been pointed out previously, wherever possible eqUipment 

should be segregated as to the possibility of technological improvement 

and the useful life estimate should be reduced accordingly. In this 

manner, same attempt would be made to provide for obsolescence and tech
11

nolog1eal improvements in the useful life estimates. 

In addition, where local factors differ and these are known or can 

11. The method of handling obsolescence is discussed in section 6.6. 
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be anticipated in advance, they should be considered in adopting the 

depreciation rate based on the useful life estimates recommended in 

the manual. 

6.4 Analysis of major equipment additions 

Table 7 presents the major equipment additions that have occur

red in the University Hospital during the years 1961 to 1964. The 

reasons for their purchase are categorized as follows: 

(1) Mechanization (increased volume), which resulted when 

a machine operation was substituted for manual methods. 

This usually occurs where there was a significant increase 

in the level of activity in a departm.ent. 

(2) Introduction of a new technique, occuring where new 

equipment was reqUired to perform a service which had been 

introduced through the research activities of the profes

sional personnel. 

(3) Teaching and research, which was usually combined with. 

one of the other reasons and stemmed from the need of the 

institution to keep abreast with changes in technology in 

order to facilitate the training of personnel and to encour

age further research in the field~

(4) Other, including other reasons which do not fall into the 

above three categories, for example, a decision to make in

stead of buy, and certain staff considerations. 
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Table 7 

University Hospital 
Analysis of Major Equipment Additions 

For the Years 196i to 1964 

Reason for Purchase 
Mechanization Introduction Teaching 
(Increased of a new and 
Volume) Technique Research Other 

Records Equipment 

Collator x
Combo punch and binder x

Kitchen Eiuipment 

Ice making machine x 
Drink dispensor x 
Test kitchen x 
Lowerators x 

Laundry Equipment 

Troy laundry spreader x
Drying tumbler x

Medical and Sur;Sical·Egui:pment
i 

Intensive care units x
Artificial kidney unit x x
Fibreoptic power supply

and light carrier x
Premature baby unit x
Scopette x
Rumel tourniquet x

Laboratory Eguipaent 

upside down microscope x
Image orthicon television

.for cine angio equipment x
~elemetering device x
Three channel ECG recorder x x
Fetal ECG x x
Auto dilutors x
Crystol1e x
Automatic digital print

out x x
Micro electrobalance x
Automatic SWitching

apparatus x x
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Mechanisation Introduction Teaching 
(Increased of a new and 
Volume) TechniQBe Research Other 

RadiologigalEquipment 

Image orthicon television x 
Stationary gridS x 

x 
x 

Cephalometer 
Adjustable aperature radio

graph'1e cone 
Cine tluorograph1c unit 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

Pharmacy and Central SUUlY Ig;uiE!!Jl1 

Glassware washer 
Dish washer and ulta

sonic instrument washer 

x 

x 

Ward ku1p.ent 

Isolette incubators x 
Wheelchairs 
Rocking chairs 
Patient litter x 

x
x 

U 21 8 5

As can be expecteel" the introduction ot new techniques has accounted 

tor almost halt ot the reasons tor purchase ot new equipment. It i. a180 

interesting to note that this is the major reuon tor purchase in the are.. 

relatiag directly to careot patients. It wouldaDear that the tirst con

clusion arrived at in the prece.ding .ection is also applicable here. 

These equipaent purchases should be treated as i teme very sU8ce:ptible to 

further technological change and theirest1mated useful lives should be 

reduced to reflect to this possibility. The amount ot the reduction 

would ot necessity depend upon the future probabilities. The flueatioD 

ot prov1.d1ng tor obaolesce.nee and possible technological iJlprov-.ents 1s 

dealt with 1n a later .ection of the chapter. It appears sutticientto 
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state here that the equipment can be segregated as to thepossibllity of 

obsolescence and some method should be used to provide for lt~

In the other categories, the major reason for additional equipment 

purchases was increased volume together with a general movement toward 

autOll1&tioD where this was feasible. Pharmacy and central supply equipment 

and ward equipment are included in this group even though they are part 

of the. _in group of medical and surgical equipment relating to patient 

care. If.appendix.B is consulted, it will be observed that the obso1

eseence factor 1snot too great in these two categories. The writer be

lieves that the reason for this is the fact that the two types of equip

ment are involved in patient care only indirectly - the one group pro

viding a service function, the other an accollodatlon function. Never

theless, it should be noted that the obsolescence factor is greater in 

this group of equipment than it is in either the institutional or otfice 

furnishings groups. 

The increasing trend toward automation means that the fixed depre

ciation charge becomes more important. Furthermore, much ot this auto

matieequipm.ent is sUbject to technological improvement. Therefore, 

careful establishment of the estimated usefulllfe ot this equipment i8 

necessary to ensure adequate consideration of potential obsolescence. 

6.5 The straight line method of' depreciation 

60 5.1. Plant ledger basis with rates tor individual assets 

Both the Canadian Hospital Association and the American Hospital 

Association recommend the use ot the straight line method of deprecia
12

tion in hospitals. The CHAM manual recommends it on the grounds that 

120 Bee The Canadian Hospital Accounting Manual, p.144-146 and Uniform 
Chart of Accounts and ~tinitions for Hospitals, p.SO-81. 
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it is the most accurate methodo 13 The validity of this argument can be 

questioned. A more logical reason 'Would be that given by the American 

Association, which states that this method is probably the most practi

cal for hospital purposes. 

A series of interviews were held with a number of department heads 

of the University Hospital to determine·vhether or not the straight line 

method of depreciation reflects, in their opinion, a true decline in the 

service potential of a particular asset. The answers received were fair

ly similar in each instance. Certain categories of equipment were said 

to provide equal annual service while others did not because of the need 

for repairs and the tim.e loss due to these repairs. The department heads 

felt that the preventative maintenance policy of the hospital prevents, 

in most cases, loss of service for any great length of t1aeand thus 

services rendered by a machine are fairly uniform. A noteworthy point 

made by one department head was that: "the quality of the service is 

the same 'but ef'ficiency sutfers 'because of aintenance shutdowns." 

Another departaent head stated that in his est1JDation the best method 

to use was the units-of-service method because it most accurately re

flects the benefits .received from theequipent. He went on to say, 

however, that the usage basis is impractical to employ because of the 

insurmountable problem of estimating the units of service. which the 

machine is capable of' rendering. The estimate of potential units avail

able is at 'best a guess and the depree iation charge would be nothiDg 

more than an arbitrary assignment of cost ,to operations. 

In detense ot the use ot the straight line method it can be 

13. BeeOhapter 4. 
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said that it is in common use todayy is easily understood and is reason= 

ably accurate in allocating costs to the accounting periods benefiting 

from the use of the fixed assets The book value of the asset over thec 

years also frequently parallels observable asset deterioration. nOrdin

arily, depreciation computed by the straight line method represents the 

actual diminution in service value from year to year as closely as the 
14depreciation computed by any other method." 

Where an equipment or plant ledger is not maintained, the est

imated useful life of each l~dividual item and the aceumulated depre

eiation to date is not available o In these cases, the Canadian Hos

pital Accounting Manual suggests the use of a composite rate of 6t% or 

6 2/3~ on the balance 1n the general ledger equipment account at the 

end of a fiscal year. This composite rate corresponds to an average 

useful life of fifteen and sixteen years respectively and the amount 

against Which it is applied must not include assets acquired prior to 

the beginning of that period (fifteen or sixteen years respectively)~

In Saskatchewan, the majority of hospitals do not have a plant 

ledger and, consequently, make use of the composite rate of 6t%Q For 

the twenty-seven hospitals 1n Saskatchewan which have a plant ledger, 

a comparison has been made of the depreciation charge computed by using 

the separate rates tor individual assets with the deprecia.tion charge 

using the composite rate. (See Table 8) 

14~ Uniform Chart of Accounts and Definitions for Hospitals, American 
HOspital Association, PoSl, quotation from UoS. Treasury Depart
ment, Bureau of Internal Revenue Bulletin F - Income Tax Depre
ciation and Obsolescence, U Government Printing Office, 1942,p.4.08 0 
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'fable 8 

CO!parison of. Depreciation Charges
Plant Ledger Basis and Composite Rate (§t;)

December 31, 1963

1963 Equipment Depreei- Depreci- Percentage 
~ota1 Cost ation ation of Deprec
Bu.dget* December 31, Claim - Based on Difference iation 

1963 Plant 6025~ Claimed to 
Ledger Cost 

(All figures are taken to~be nearest dollar) 

HosRital with less than 25 beds: 
10 80,000 76,704 2,910 4,794 ( 1,884) 3079 
20 65,500 31,660 1,861 1,979 ( 118) 5097 
30 163,000 103,474 7,783 6,467 1,316 7052 
40 131,850 52,499 2,742 3,281 ( 539) 50 22 
50 129,760 71,185 4,548 4,449 99 6.39 
60 806200 43,845 2,768 2,740 28 6.31 

HoSRital with more than 25 but less than 50 beds: 
70 196,000 89,263 '5,553 5,579 60 22 

60 02 
90 130,000 105,288 7,123 6,581 
80 197,000 113,913 6,855 7,119 

60 77 
100 223,150 187,216 10,263 11,701 50 48 
110 135,000 123,237 4,218 7,702 3042 

12 0 238,000 153,228 5,687 9,514 3071 
130 177,290 95,824 4,898 5,989 50 11 
140 154,000 93,067 4,172 5,817 4.48 

Hospital. with more than 50 blJ.t less than 100 beds: 
150 510,000 186,419 8,568 .11,651 ( 3,083) 4059 

160 510,000 283,171 17,590 17,698 ( 108) 6.21 
170 444,000 135,044 10,351 8,440 1,911 7.67 
180 448,000 227,072 14,114 14,192 ( 78) 60 22 
190 308,000 125,975 7,877 7,874 3 6.25 
20 0 448,000 224,886 12,925 14,055 ( 1,130) 5075 

Hospital with more than 100 beds~
210 1,150jOoo 335,417 16,937 20,964 ( 4,027) 50 05 
220 801~OOO 301,717 19,286 18,857 429 6.. 39 
230 1~235,OOO 402,662 23,264 25,166 ( 1,902) 5.. 78 
24 5,007,500 1,271,081 68,774 79,443 (10,669) 5041 

250
0 

3,339,000 1,291,262 81,148 80,704 444 60 28 
260 2,616jlOOO 904jl465 56,206 56,529 ( 323) 6.. 21 
270 1,800,000 890el~ 44,941 55,647 (lO,700}, 5005 

-fO,I19, 250 •1,919, 912 4531·3.~ 494,9J2 (41,5641 5072 

*Figures obtained from 1963 Canadian Hospital Directory~ Canadian Hospital 
,Assoc iat1ono 

Source: Annual financial statements submitted to Department of Public Health.. 
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Where separate rates are used for individual assets in computing 

depreciation expense, the percentage of depreciation claiDled .ranges from 

a low of 31>42~ to a high of 7.,67~o There appears to be.no correlation 

of the percentages with the bed size or budget of the hospitals 0 There 

is only one hospital (Boo 19) that has the same depreciation under the 

two methods., 'fen hospitals of the twenty-seven come within. a range of 

plus or minus one quarter of one percent of the composite rateo The 

percentage of depreciation claimed on total assets for all hospitals 

is 5.72;' compared to the composite rate of 6 0 25~, adif'ference ot more 

than one half of one percent. The effect of using the plant ledger· 

basis for depreciation calculations has been to decrease the depreci

ation claimed by$4l,564 for this group o:fhospitals o This is a d.e

crease. of 8.4;' in the 1963 depreciation expense for these hospitals. 

This reduced depreciation amounts to two tenths of one percent of the 

total.budgeted expenses of the hospitals. While this figure does not 

seem to be too large, it must be remembered that it is the average for 

the twenty-seven hospitalso For the individual hospital the amount 

may be more significant o This percentage increases for hospital 

number twenty-seven, for example, to over one half of one percent and 

could represent a decrease in its recovery of total expenses of $10,7000 

The University Hospital situation is not included in the above 

table because as at December 31, 1963, a plant ledger was not in use. 

The plant ledger was completed in mid 19640 The cost of equipment 

purchased to that date was $2,307,0510 The depreciation charge in 1963, 

calculated by applying the separate rates for individual assets would 

have amounted to $164,563 or 7.13~ ot cost o Using the composite rate, 
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this depreciation figure would be $144,0030 The difference in the two 

amounts is $20,560 or an increase of 14"28~ in the depreciation expense. 

The effect on the 1963 total expenditure budget would have been an increase 

of approximately four tenths of one percent o 

The composite rate is not as valid as the manual suggests because 

it reports an inaccurate depreciation expense for a given year, result

ing in an improper matching of costs and revenue" While the error may 

not be material in relation to total bUdgeted expenses, the use of the 

composite rate distorts the cost of equipment usage in any given year" 

And, as hospitals will become more automated, the distortion will become 

more serious. 

'While it is true that for several of the institutions the com

posite rate and .plant ledger rate are similar, a range of 3,,42 to 7.67 

appears to be too great to accept the c.o'l.POsite rate as being satis

factory" Here again, -individual situations should take preference over 

the manual" Instead of using the composite rate blindly, a hospital 

should do a preliminary analysis of the make-up of its equipment to 

insure that it consists of -the normal types and amounts that a hospital 

of its size and location would have o The University Hospital, for ex

ample, has over two and a quarter million dollars invested in major 

equipment as compared to the largest amount listed in Table 8 of one 

mil110n three hundred thousand" The University Hospital bed capacity 

is not proportionally greater than that of the other hospital, yet the 

equipment owned by it is almost twice that of the other institution 

mentionedo An analysis would show a larger amount of specialized 

equipment because of the University Hospital's teaching and research 
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functions and also because of the fact that it is Saskatchewan9s major 

referral hospita1 g The estimated useful life of this type of equipment 

is fifteen years or less which means that the composite rate would be 

too lowo It is suggested that hospitals that do not maintain a plant 

ledger undertake similar analyses and vary the rate used in accordance 

with their findings. A better solution to the whole problem would be 

to set up a plant ledger which would give more accurate information re

garding depreciation expense and also supply other valuable information 

relating to costs, actual life and estimated life comparisons, repairs 

and suppliers. 

6.6 Obsolescence 

One ot the major problems facins hospitals 1s the factor of rapid 

obsolescence. Tables 6 and 7 showed that, the more directly involved the 

equipment is in medical practice, the more likely it i8 to become obso

lete. To predict this obsolescence is most difficult. In the majority 

at practical situations, no method ot predict ins this obsolescence has 

been determined and no attempt has been made to record it. The only pos

sible war to attempt to torecast the rate of technolosical tmprovements 

is through perusal of journal articles and through personal contacts. 

Hospital and medical journals would be perused for reports on new 

technological discoveries and the extent of their successful applica

tion. The personal contacts include: visits to pilot projects to see 

how new equipment 1s working; contacts with manufacturers for any new 

developments in the research stage; and, the attending of conventions 

and various displays where new machines and techniques are being dem

onstrated and discussed. 
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Not only has there been no practical solution to this problem, 

but there has been only limited theoretical discussion of this topic 
15

in the accounting literature o One recent article' that has dealt with 

the problem of obsolescence suggests a solution primarily dependent 

upon cost savings 0 Hospitals are obviously concerned with the reduction 

of expenses but, obsolescence occurs mainly' in that hospital equipment 

directly associated with medical diagnosis and treatment. Therefore 

a solution based on cost reduction is of only, limited usefulness in 

handling the problem in hospitala. 
16

Another reference suggests two procedures for recording obsol

escence: (1) an assumption is made that the same rate of technological 

tmproveaent applies to all machines, and, based on past experience, the 

same rate ot' change will occur in the future; (2) use is made of spec

ific information about the future and the likely technological improve

.ents. 

In the hospital field, the first procedure has no validity be

cause teohnological tmprovements do not move in any predictable manner. 

Research is being undertaken 1n most areas and developments mAl take 

many years or Just a few months to aobleve, depend1ns upon the degree 

of change and the need tor improvements, Medical research in the fields 

of cancer and heart di.ease are two notable areas giVing support to the 

above contention.. 

The second proposal simply codities ex1stinl practice" and pro

vides no new operational technique, As previously stated, it is very 

150 David Green Jr .. and George H Sorter, Accounting for Obsolescence .. o 

A Proposal, ':he Accounting Review, Volume 34:3, July, 1959, p.433.
160 Harold Bierman, Jr. and Seymour Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Deci.. 

.,ion, The MacMillan Company, Rew York., 1960, po78-87• 
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difficult to obtain this specific information with respect to hospital 

equipment 0 

A general approach that will assist in providing for obsolescence 

in the depreciation charge is outlined below, 

Whenever a request 1s made for replacement of equipment, depart

ment heads should be required to submit a formal statement regarding the 

rate of technological developments for this type of equipment. The 

department head and other personnel Yorking with the type of equip

ment requested are the logical persons to make this analysis because 

of their knowledge in that particular field, acquired through personal 

contacts and association with various research programs being under

taken. A summary of past replacement due to obsolescence should be in

cluded as part of their formal statement. 

The estimated useful life as determined above should be reviewed 

each year to see if it still holds true in the light of the current 

year's experience and anticipated future developments. If a change 1s 

made in the useful life estimate of the equipment based on new findings, 

the recorded depreciation on the machine should be revised accordingly. 

In this waYi some attempt will be made to forecast obsolescence and the 

proposed method, 1n most cases, should supply reasonably accurate inform

ation. 



70 THE IMPACT OF PRICE LEVEL CHANGES ON DEPRECIATION 

70 1 Historical cost versus current replacement cost 

The leading professional accounting associations and the American 

Hospital Association recommend that depreciation be based on historical 

cost
1 

Despite this unanimous support by the professional associationso 

for the historical cost basis, many other authorities question its val

idity. "Current costs, and only current costs, should enter into the 
2

determination of incomeo 
lt With the continued rise in prices after the 

3Second World War, the American Accounting Association issued a statement

in which it urged experimentation with supplementary statements tully ad

justed for the effects of price level changes by the use of index numbers. 

As a result of this statement the Association sponsored a series of re

4search studies. In 1952, the Study Group on Business Income estab

lished by the American Institute ~f Accountants recommended adjustment 

of the earnings statement, but not the balance sheet, by means of a gen

eral price level index. 5 (Thus the annual depreciation charge would be 

adjusted for price level changes.) 

1 0 The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (See 1962 edition of 
Financial Reporting in Canada, p.57, which states that historic cost 
was used in the valuation of fixed asset in 253 cases out of 345), and 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (See Bulletin 
43, chapter nine}o 

2 0 Willard J 0 Graham, The Effect of Changing Pri~~ Levels upon the 
Determination, Reporting and Interpretation of Income, Accounting 
Review, Volume 24, January, 1949, p o15o 

30 ffPrice Level Changes and Financial Statements," in the Accounting 
Review, October, 1951, p o 468 and the Journal of Accountancy, OCtober, 
1951, po 461 0 

40 The research studies were under the direction of Ralph C. Jones of 
Yale University. The publication was Price Level Changes and Finan
cial Statements ... Case Studies of Four Companies, American Accounting 
Association, 19560 

50 The source of this statement is: M Moon1tz, "The Basic Postulateso 

of Accounting.)l" Accounting Research Study No o 1, American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants, New York, 1961,P0 46. This reference did 
not indicate how the adjustment was to be accomplishedo 
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Practice did not appear to be affected by either of these studies. 

6
More recently, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

set up an Accounting Principles Board to study various problems in ac

counting. The first study, "The Basic Postulates of Accounting," states 

that "The evidence of the ~nstability of the monetary unit in recent 

decades is overwhelming; th~ probability that the instability will pre

vail into the future is high. Accountants should move quickly there

fore to implement modest proposals such as those of the Study Group and 

the American Accounting Association Committee."7 Further, Research Study 

Number Three asserted: 11All items of plant and equipment in service, or 

held in stand-by status, should be recorded at cost of acquisition or 

construction, with appropriate modification for the effect of the chang
a

ing dollar either in primary statements or in supplementary statements. fI 

These two studies were followed, at a later date by study No.6, "Report

ing the Financial Effects of Price-Level Changes," which pointed out that 

examples from financial statements around the world are ~ufficient to 

demonstrate that recognition of price level changes in financial state

ments is practical, and not misleading or dangerous to investors. 

The Committee on Concepts and Standards-Long Lived Assets, of the 

American Accounting Association, has recently issued Supplementary 

6. The Accounting Principles Board was authorized to issue, for dis
cussion purposes, research studies on various aspects on accounting. 
The studies issued by the Board have no official sanction until ad
opted by the .Council of the American Institute ot Certified Public 
Accountants. To date, none ot the research studies issued by the 
Accounting Principles Board have been officially adopted. 

70 Maurice Moonitz, The Basic Postulates of Accounting, Accounting 
Research Study No.1, American Institute of Certified Public Ac
countants, New York, 1961, P0 46. 

8. Robert T.Sprouse and Maurice Moonitz, A Tentative Set of Broad 
~ccounting Principles for Business Enterprises, Accounting Research 
StUdy No o 3, American Institute ot Certified Public Accountants, 
New York, 1962, p.57 .. 
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Statement No o 1, which supplements the 1957 revision of "Accounting and 
, 9 

Reporting Standards for Corporate Financial Statements~i The v"aluation 

of long lived assets subsequent to acquisition should be I1the current 

cost of obtaining the same or equivalent services subsequent to acqui

l1 10sition, as well as at the date of applicationo The statement goes on 

to state that depreciation attributable to the current period should be 

based on the current (end of period) value and that this proposed pro

cedure does represent a significant improvement over the practice of 

estimating depreciation on the basis of an historical acquisition cost 

which is clearly outdated. 

These various studies and statements, while not yet accepted by 

the main body of accountants, show the inadequacy of financial state-

menta which are based on the assumption of a stable monetary unit. To 

treat 1944 dollars and 1964 similarly is the same as combining American 

and Canadian dollars in a statement without converting for the foreign 

exchange disparity0 While both the 1944 and 1964 dollars are a unit of 

measurement, they are different dollars and do not have the same value. 

To prOVide more meaningful financial statements, all items included in 

the statements sho'uld be converted to current dollars 0 

Based on the foregoing discussion, the writer is convinced that 

depreciation should be computed on the current value of assets and that 

these values should be derived, if possible, from quotations ·tD an 

established market for assets of like kind and condition o Where no 

90 See the Accounting Review, Volume 32:4, October, 1957, Po547. 
10" Comm.ittee on Concepts a.nd Standards-Long Lived Assets, Supple

mentary Statement No o 1, Accounting for Land, Buildings and 
Equipment, Accounting Review, Volume 39:3, July, 1964, p 0 695c 
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established market for assets of like kind and condition exists, current 

cost may be estimated by one or a combination of the following methods: 

(1) Adjustment of the purchase price of assets recently 

aquired to reflect differences in operating characteristics 

and service capac ity0 

(2) Adjustment of historical cost by the use of specific 

11price indexes 0 

(3) Appraisau; by competent outside experts o 

The first method, although acceptable, would have limited appli

cationo It would be difficult to identify examples of recent purchases 

of equipment which are sUfficiently similar to the assets which it is 

desired to value at current costo Further, the adjustment of this pur

chase price to reflect differences in the two assets being compared would 

be undertaken by employees of the hospital who do not have the required 

expertise for this type of assessment o 

There are two problems involved in using specific price indexes 

to adjust historical cost, namely: 1) selection of the proper indexS 

110 The choice of a specific price index rather than a general price 
index requires an explanation o A general price index is advocated 
by many authorities to eliminate the effect of price level changes 
because it does not violate the cost principlee Unlike a specific 
price index, the general price index adjusts_only for general pur
chasing power of the monetary unit and does not adjust for changes 
in prices due to other factors, such as, supply of and demand for 
the asaete In commercial enterprises where the profit motive is 
importantp the holding gain or loss on an asset due to these other 
fa.ctors should be isolated and reported separately.. For hospitals, 
however, the earning of profit is not a primary opjective.. Since 
the specific price index more accurately reflects changes in the 
va.lue of hospital equipment' and the classification of the holding 
gains is not important ~n financial reporting for hospitals, the 
use of the specific price index is recommendede 



and, 2) the availability of the index at the time requiredo (In the 

discussion on these two problems in the sections below, it is pointed 

out that these difficulties can be overcome.) 

Determining current values through appraisals by expert consul

tants probably assures greatest Objectivity.12 However, the high cost 

involved in having an annual appraisal makes them impractical. 

7.2 Price indexes and their validity for hospital depreciation computations 

Depreciation for hospitals should be based on the current cost of 

assets with current costs being computed annually by the use of specific 

price indexes. At the end of somewhat longer time intervals, depending 

on the materiality13 of price changes, the current cost of the assets 

should be verified by an appraisal. 

One of the greatest drawbacks to the use of price indexes usually 

is the availability of the index at the time required for preparation of 

the financial reports. Many of the indexes, such as the wholesale price 

index, are not available in sufficient time to be used in the preparation 

of the year end financial statements. However, indexes have been devel

oped, by Marshall and Stevens (Canada) Limited, which can be used to 

determine the current cost of hospital assets.. These indexes are pub

lished quarterly, usually within two weeks of the end of the quarter. 

In addition, this firm u ••• o.ocould supply, on an annual basis, speci

ally prepared indexes for hospital equipment covering any general break

12 0 For a further discussion on the nature of evidence and objectivity, 
see Mautz and Scharaf, The Philosophy of Auditing, American Ac
counting Association o 

130 Determination of materiality is subjective in nature o 
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14
down of classification that was required." The availability of an 

index number is thus no longer in doubt. 

Marshall and Stevens (Canada) Limited completed an appraisal of 

the assets of the University Hospital on August 29, 19630 The appraised 

value of the assets of the hospital at December 31, 1963 was $2,923,320, 

as compared to the current cost, computed by using a hospital equipment 

index, of $2,900,339. This would appear to substantiate the validity of 

the index, for the difference of $22,981 is less than l~ of the current 

cost of the hospital equipment. A comparison of the appraised value 

(replacement cost) and the index-adjusted cost for randomly selected 

assets is shown in Table 9. The hospital equipment index, which was 

used to compute the current cost of equipment, is 8. general index for 

Table 9

University Hospital
COmpari8on of Appraised Value and Index-Adjusted Cost

for RandomlzSelected Assets
Index-

Appraised Adjusted 
Year of. Original Value Cost 

Asset Purchase Cost Aug. 29,1963 Dec.31,1963 

Portable typewriter 1959 93 110 95 
Calculator 1955 673 785 865 
Multigraph press 1955 3,121 4,000 4,013 
Time punch 1955 410 485 527 
Tray washer 1955 8,690 10,500 11,174 
Floor polisher 1955 217 235 279 
Welding outfit 1955 165 225 212 
Automatic dishwasher 1955 1,950 2,600 2,508 
Broiler 1955 350 460 450 
Medicinal refrigerator 1955 116 146 149 
Anaethetist stand 1955 726 1,050 934 
Operating room table 1955 2,380 3,100 3,060 
Leitz camera 1955 340 450 437 
Electroencephalograph machine 1956 5,393 6,500 6,263 
X-ray machine 1955 15,454 21,000 19,872 
Autoclave 1955 1,134 Ijl850 1,457 

Source: Marshall and Stevens (Canada) Limited Appraisal Report dated 
August 29, 1963 for University Bospita1 equipment. 

Note: 'fhe index-adjusted cost was computed by the writer using the hos
pital equipment index. 

Letter received from Marshall and Stevens (Canada.) Limited, dated 
August 28, 19640 
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all equipment used in hospitals.. Therefore, while this index gives a 

very close approximation of the current cost of total assets at least 

for the University Hospital, its use results in a wide variation between 

the 1ndex-adjustedcost and replacement value of ind1vidualassets. 

The use of a specific index rather than a general price index was 

advocated earlier in this chapter. The difference between the replaee

ment cost and the index-adjusted cost of an asset can be minimized by us

ing the most specific index available. Although specific indexes for 

classes of assets would not provide as accurate results as specific in

dexes for individual assets, they provide better results than the more 

Table 10 

Indexes for E ui 

!!:!!: 

1944 104.3 102.4 
1945 104.. 6 103.4 
1946 116.0 123.2 
1947 135.6 150.6 
1948 147.5 162.8 
1949 142.7 161.2 
1950 147.. 8 167.9 
1951 158.. 5 180.3 
1952 15506 18005 

1953 15901 18205 
1954 159.7 184.6 
1955 165.8 190.6 
1956 18306 208.8 
1957 19909 225 .. 1 
1958 205.. 0 23100 

1959 20805 23409 
1960 210.8 23707 
1961 211 04 23702 
1962 21207 23805 

1963 213.. 2 239.2 

Source: Marshall and Stevens Publications Co. 
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genera.l indexes and are sufficient for most practical purposes. This 

contention can be supported by an examination of the large variation 

which exists between the hospital equipment index and the general indus

trial average index. (Table 10) At the end of the war (19~5), the 

hospital index' was higher than the general industrial index, but since 

the war the industry average has increased more rapidly and is now well 

above the hospital index. Over the twenty year period, 1944-1964, the 

cost of equipment used in hospitals increased approximatelyl05 percent 

as compared to an increase of.l24 percent for industrial equipment. 

Wherever possible, therefore, a specific index should be used rather 

than a general one. If more specific indexes are available, such as, 

office furnishings, institutional eqUipment, and medical and surgical 

indexes, they are to be preferred in their respective areas over the more 

general indexes. 

As previously stated, historical cost is an outdated cost and more 

meaningful information and financial statements would be presented by 

us ing replacement cost 0 Table 11 compares the historical cost of equip

ment to the index-adjusted cost for the University Hospital since its 

beginning in 19550 The figures show an increase in asset value of 

approximately nineteen percent which must be considered material. 

Further, it must be recognized that these figures are based on a fair

ly new hospital and the impact of price level changes would be even 

greater for older institutions. Depreciation expense based on the in

dex-adjusted cost would have been approximately $192,000 greater over 

the nine year period (Table 12)0 
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Table 11 

University Hospital 
Historical Cos~ andInde~-AdjustedCost of Equip.ent 

1955 to 1263 

Historical Adjusted Increase Percentage 
Cost Cost Increase 

1955 1,359,912 1,379,270 19,358 1.4 
1956 1,591,476 1,758,910 167,434 10.6 
1957 1,690,234 2,013,824 323,590 19.1 
1958 1,866,102 2,241,010 374,908 20.1 
1959 1,922,071 2,334,913 412,842 21.5 
1960 2,048,125 2,485,524 437,399 21.4 
1961 2,.169,123 2,611,194 442,071 20.4 
1962 2,.275,469 2,731,441 455,952 20.0 
1963 2,440,657 2,900,339 459,682 18.8 

Source: University Hospital Annual Financial Statements. 

Table 12 

University Hospital 
Annual EqUipment Depreciation Computed on Historical Cost 

and Index-MjustedCost 
For the Years 1925 to.1963 

Depreciation Depreeiation 
based on based on Index
Historical Cost Adjusted 'Cost Difference 

1955 31,320 31,723 403 
1956 99,437 109,932 10,495 
1957 105,640 125,864 20,224 
1958 116,631 140,063 23,432 
1959 120,510 145,932 25,422 
1960 128,008 155,345 27,337
1961 135,570 163,200 27,630 
1962 142,218 170,715 28,497 
1963 152,540 181,271 28,131 

1,031,874 1,224,045 

Source: University Hospital Annual Financial Statements. 
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7.3 Application of indexmsdjusted cost method 

Basing depreciation on replacement cost requires consideration of 

a holding gain or loss on assets during the period being considered. In 

the past, the recognition of holding gains and losses has been postponed 

and these gains and losses have been included .in the measurement of in

come only after they have been verified by an actual exchange transaction. 

Consequently the traditional method reports these holding gains and los

sea in a single period during which there may have been little or no 

change in the value of the assets. On the other hand, the index-adjusted 

cost method results in reporting gains and losses as a result of holding 

assets in the period during which the gain or loss actually occurs. 
i 

"Recognition of objectively determinable holding gains and losses, whether 

or not there has been an exchange transaction fulfills the dual object

ives of' (1) providing a current basis for balance sheet valuation and 

the measurement of depreciation, and (2) providing timely identification 

with periods during which value changes actually take place• This is a 

logical extension of accrual accounting.,,15 

The year 1963 has been chosen as the example for the application 
16

of the index~adjusted cost methodQ The balance of the pertinent ac

counts for the year 1962 have been calculated and are shown in Table 

13.. 17 Purchases of as;<s,ets in 1963 would be recorded at acqUisition 

cost.. Disposals would be recorded at the adjusted cost figures for 1962 

150 Committee on Concepts and Standards-Long Lived. Assets, ep, cit.. , po698. 
160 The illustrated journal entries have been restricted to furniture 

and equipment, but the proposal is applicable to the other long lived 
assets, bUildings. andbulldlng·service equlpment o 

17. :For-purposes otthis illustration it is assumed that assets and the 
relatedaeeumulated depreciation accounts have alreadY been adjusted 
from historical cost to current cost at December 31, 1962. . 
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Table 13 

University Hospital 
Partial Balance Sheet 

as •.at December 31, 1962 

Fixed Assets 

Historical 

Cost 

Total Index
Adjusted 

Cost 

Furniture and Equipment 2,275,489 2,731,441 

Less Accumulated Depreciation 867,8;38 1,079,;345 

1,407,651 1,652,096 

Source: University Hospita.l Annual Financial Statements. 

rather than at their historical cost. The journal entries that would be 

required include the following: 

(1) To adjust equipment on hand, and the related accumu.lated de

preciation account at Decem.ber 31, 1962 to current cost at December 31, 
18

1963. 

Plant Fund 

Debit: Furniture and Equipment 6,396 
Credit> Accumulated Depreciation ~

Furniture and Equipment 2,517 

Holding Gain 2,879 

18. This adjustment of fixed assets to current cost will be made only 
in the general ledger control account.. Usually the indexes' which 
are used to adjust historical cost are indexes which apply to 
classes of assets rather than to individual assets. Each index 
used, therefore, is an average for a class of assets and the cost 
of an individual asset would not ,be adjusted until an appraisal 
is made or the asset has been disposed of. 

A general ledger control account for fixed assets at historieal 
cost would have to be maintained on a memo basis tor cost analyses, 
control and supplementary reporting purposes. > 
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Calculations 

(a) Furniture and Equipment Adjustment 

Furniture and equlpmen:~ on hand at December 31, 1962 
adjusted to current cost at December 31, 1962 (Table 11) 

Deduct: Disposals in 1963 valued at. 1962 current dollars 
(Disposals in 1963 consisted only of assets ac
quired in 1954.) 

Furniture and equipment, purchased prior to January 1, 1963, 
on hand at December 31, 1963 - adjusted to current cost at 
December 31, 1963 

213.. 2 
212 7 (Table 10) x 2,720,735 

Adjustment required to bring furniture and equipment 
to 1963 current cost o 

(b) .Accumulated De:preeiation Adjustment 

Accumulated :Depreciation at December 31, 1962 
adjusted to current cost at December 31, 1962 (Table 13)

Deduct: Accumulated depreciation on disposals in 1963 
adjusted to current dollars at December 31, 1962 

Accumulated depreciation on furniture and equipment 
purchased prior to January 1, 1963, on hand December 31, 
1963 = adjusted to current cost at December 31, 1963.. 

~i~:~ (Table 10) x $1,070,559 

Adjustment required to bring aecwnu1ated depreciation to 
1963 current cost .. 

$2,731,441 

10,106 

$2,720,735 

2,727,131 

$1,079,345 

8,186 

$1,070,559 

1,073,076 

(2) To record disposal of equipment (assuming that the disposal 

took place at the end of 1963 after depreciation expense had been recorded, 

and that the consideration received for the equipment at the time of dis

posa1 was $1,000) .. 

Plant Fund 

Debit: Cash $1,000 
Loss on fixed asset disposal 928 
Accumulated Depreciation - 8,807 

Furniture and Equipment 
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Furniture and Equipment 10,731 
Holding gain It. 

Calculations 

(a) Cost of retired equipment a;> 

Disposals in 1963 = adjusted to current cost at
December 31, 1963

21302 x 10,706'= jlo,731
21207 

(b) Accumulated depreciation on retired equipment 

Accumulated depreciation on disposals in 1963 ...
adjusted to current dollars at December 31, 1963 ..

8,786 x 2130fl (Table 10) =8,807 
21207 

(c) Holding gain 

Current cost of 1963 disposals at December 31, 1963 $10,731 
Current cost ot 1963 disposals at December 31, 1962 ..10.,706

25 

Accumulated depreciation on 1963 disposals adjusted 
to current cost at December 31, 1963 $8,,807 

Accumulated depreciation on 1963 disposals 
at December 31, 1962 current cost 8,7ttt 21 

Holding gains are shown in one account only and no segregation is 

made of holding gains arising from such different causes as, price level 

changes, altered technology and demand conditions .. 19 

The holding gain should be disclosed in the income statement, after 

net income from ordinar,y operations, as a recurring special gain .. 

The surplus statement should bedivided into two sections: (1) 

realized earnings and (2) unrealized adjustments of histiorlcal cost re

190 For a more detailed discussion of this point see footnote· .100 



fleeting holding gains and losses o Since this proposal is new and many 

readers of financial statements will not realize the change, the un

adjusted historical cost and related accumulated depreciation figures 

should be shown in parenthesis alongside the current cost valuations for 

all long lived assets Depreciation on the historical cost basis shouldo 

20
also be shown in parenthesis in. the income statement o 

704 Effect of index-adjusted cost method 

The proposed m.ethod will materially affect two main areas of hos

pital accounting and finance The first area is tha.t of revenue. If the0 

method were a.dopted, the semi-monthly payments by the Saskatchewan Hos

pital Services Plan to individual hospitals would increase in order to 

allow for the higher annual depreciation expense. For the University 

Hospital, the increase in the total semi-monthly payments for 1963 would 

have amounted to $28,731 (Table 12) and presumably would be much greater 

for older institutions o As shown in Table 14, the effect on the daily 

rate in the past few years would have amounted to seventeen cents per 

patient-dayo Thus, while the increase in total revenues of the hospital 

would be significant, assuming that individual patients were billed, 

there "Would be only a slight impact on the charge made to them. 

The second area affected would be the financing of replacements 

by means of funding depreciation o The purpose of funding the depre

elation is to ensure that sufficient funds are on hand to replace the 

asset when its useful life has expired. Where depreciation is based on 

20" These are the recommendations of the Committee on Concepts and 
Stanrdards Long-Lived Assets which is referred to above. 
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Table 14 

University Hospital
Effect of Price Level AdJust.ent on Daily Rate

~or zears 1955 to 1963

Actual Price Level 
SHSP Adjusted 
Rate Rate Difference 

1955 13050 13.50 
1956 17023 17.30 .07 
1957 18.73 18.86 .13 
1958 
1959 

20.93 
22.32 

21,,07 
22048 

.14 

.16 
1960 230 86 24,,03 .17 
1961 
1962 

23.66 
24.. 60 

23,,83 
24.78 

-.. 17 
.. 18 

1963 25095 26.. 12 .17 

Source: University Hospital Budget Reviews. 

historical cost, the funding process will not yield sufficient cash be

cause of technological improvem.el1ts and price changes. Yet, computing 

depreciation on the historical cost basis is often defended, when there 

is a funding operation, on the grounds that the interest income vill 

21offset increases 1n replacement eoat ," However, a wise investment of 

this depreciation fundvill apparently not yield sufficient cash re

serves in most cases, as shown by Table 15, to replace the asset when 

depreciation is based on historical cost. Funded depreciation has been 

c.omputed for selected assets in Table 15 on both the historical cost 

and index=adjusted cost basis, with the fund assumed to be invested at 

the rate of four percent per annum0 For assets with a remaining life 

of one year, contributions to the tund on the historical cost basis 

were insufficient in. six out of' ten cases to provide tor replacement 

210 This argument is advanced by Co .0 MacKaYI Assistut Director 
(AccOUJlting), Hospital Administration and Stu.dard.s Bruch, 
Department of' Public Health0 
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of the assets. On the other haad, the fund would be sufficient in all 

cases if depreciation was computed on the index-adjusted eost basis. 

Funding depreciation on the basis of index-adjusted cost wi11 usually 

insure the approximate aDlOuat of cash for rep1acement of assets; how

ever, it wil1 not always yield the exact amount required because of the 

use of price indexes to approximate replacement cost to 

22. This analysis assumed that the replacement cost of these assets 
would not change materially in the next year. Sinee the assump
tion of a stable price level would be most unrealistic for assets 
with a relatively long remaining life, a similar analysis of other 
assets was not made. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS ..AHD RECOMMENDA'l'IONS 

80 1 Restatement of purpose of study 

The purpose of this study has been twofold: (1) to examine and 

evaluate the current practice regarding depreciation of fixed assets in 

hospitalsJland (2) to present aposslble solution tOSQm.e of the related 

major problems in the hope that a greater degree of understanding of 

the usefulness of proper depreciation acco\1D.ting will result. 

8.2 Conclusions 

(1) Although the financial statements ot individual hospitals 

are prepared on a fund accounting basis, many hospitals do not practice 

fund accounting correctly. The various tunds are balanced only at the 

year end by an adjusting journal entry prepared by the anditors. 

(2) Treatment of depreciation in the accounting records and re

ports of saskatchewan hospitals has been influenced more by policies af

fecting rate payments by the Saskatchewan Hospital Services Plan than 

by sound theoretical acco'u.nting considerations. 

(3) Hospitals in saskatchewan record depreciation on historical 

(4) Funding of depreciation is being undertaken in only a rel

atively few institutions, with some hospitals :funding only equipment de

preciation. 

(5) The Canadian Hospital Accounting Manual is adhered to by 

hospitals in the recording of transactions and the preparation of finan

cial sta.tements o In addition to serving a.s an aecounttag guide for 

hospitals, the manual is valuable for its estimates of useful lives of 

equipment, especially where obsolescence and technological improvements 
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are not the major factors affecting economic usefulness. 

(6) The straight~linemethod of computing depreciation is used 

by all hospitals in Saskatchewan. When used in conjunction with a plant 

ledger, straight-line depreciation ordinarily approximates the actual 

diminution in service value from year to year as closely as any other 

method. 

(7) A composite rate ot six and one quarter percent is used when 

no plant ledger is maintained. Its validity is questionable because it 

results in an improper matching of costs and revenues. 

(8) Technological improvements appear to occur more frequently 

in categories of equipment directly involved in the treatment and diag

nosis of patients. At present, no attempt is being made by Saskatchewan 

hospitals or by CHAM to predict possible obsolescence. A practical 

solution to this problem is most difficult. 

(9) Historical costs have become outdated as a result of the 

continued and significant rise in the level ot prices. Information der

ived from historical costs is not the most meaningful available and, in 

ma.ny' cases, it can be misleading. 

8.3 Recommendations 

(1) The theory of tund accounting should be practiced correctly 

in order to derive full benefits from its use. This means themainten

ance of self balancing funds throughout the year rather than just at 

year end. 

(2) Depreciation should be recorded on hospitals r books because 

revenue should be matched with the costs incurred to generate that rev
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enue, Depreciation for a current period should be based OD the current 

value of the assets in use.. This results in a more realistic matching 

of current revenues with current costs .. 

(3) Wherever possible, depreciation should be funded in an ef

fort to provide tor a syste_tie method ot financing replacements. Even 

if the cash reserves do not meet tully the requirements of replacements, 

the problem of future fund raisingls greatly lessened. 

(4) The Canadian Hospital AceountingKanual should continue to 

be used as a guide for the estimated useful life of equipment where de

preciation is calculated on individual assets. Wherever possible, equip

ment subject to technological improvements should be segregated and its 

useful lite reduced accordingly.. The segregation of this equipment and 

the reduction in its estimated useful life should be undertaken by the 

department heads who. are most familiar with It. Their reeomaendat ions 

should be based on personal contacts, their general knowledge of the 

field and a study of' past replacements due to obsolescence. The esti

mated useful life of the equipment. should be reviewed annually and. ad

Justed for changes which have come to light during the year. 

( 5) It 1s reeoBlDlended that, where a plant ledger is not in oper

ation, hospitals shOl?-ld attempt to set up and maintain such a subsidiary 

record. The plant ledger would provide a more accurate depreciation ex":' 

~ense f1$UI"e andapra.ctical means of controlling fixed assets. If' the 

composite rate Is used, the hospital ·should undertake a special analy~is

of the makeup of its equipment in order to ensure that it consists of 

the normal type tor a hospital of its size and location. The composite 

rate should be varied in accordance with the result of this analysis. 
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(6) Long-lived assets should be recorded at current cost rather 

than historical eost o This current cost should be based on quotations 

in an established market for assets of like kind and condition. In the 

absence of an established market,. price indexes and appraisals based on 

quotations from suppliers may be used to approx1mate the current cost 

of the &ssets o 
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APPENDIX A 

CHECK LIST OF SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 

The check lfst of supplies and services appearing on the following pages is intended as a guide to 
persons actually responsible for determining the account to which items of expense should be 
charged. Limitations of space preclude the use of trade names or the inclusion of all items. When
ever possible group classifications, such as "babies clothes", are used in the place of the multiplicity 
of individual items which would be included under such a category. 

The symbols appearing throughout the check list are for the following purposes:

1/1 An asterisk preceding the name of an item indicates minor equipment which is 
classed as "non-depreciable". Only REPLACEMENTS of such items, when they become 
broken, worn out, or otherwise unserviceable, are charged to the expense accounts 
indicated. The initial supply when the item is first put into use, and any subsequent 
additions or increase in the quantity in use, must be charged to account 711-4 in the 
Plant Fund. 

,§ The use of "§" sign preceding an asterisk indicates that such equipment when made 
of stainless steel should be capitalized and not charged to non-depreciable equipment, as 
this equipment when made of stainless steel has an estimated life considerably in excess 
of 5 years. 

v The small "v" preceding the name of the department indicates that the departmental 
classification may vary. For the most part, this will apply to larger hospitals which may 
tend to provide greater detail in departmental expense accounts. 

+ The use of "+" sign in the "Department" column indicates an expense item applicable 
to several departments and, while 'the account itself is indicated, the departmental group 
number is not given under the "code" column. This can only be detennined in each case 
by knowing which department is using the supplies or services. 

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SUPPLIES 

This account includes supplies such as sutures, rubber gloves, adhesives, surgical soap, central 
supply sterile material. It will also include small surgical instruments, surgical glassware, , 
enamel ware, rubber goods, trays, etc. " . 

DRUGS 

This account includes drugs, medicines, anaesthetics (including gases), intravenous solutions, 
antiseptics, and all preparations dispensed by the pharmacy. .. 

Items normally requisitioned from pharmacy for use. in the laboratory, x-ray, and non-patient 
areas, etc., should be charged to the appropriate account in the department· used. The following 
examples illustrate this:

' 

DEPARTMENT ITEM ACCT. NO. 
Radiology Diagnostic agents (Diodrast, Lipiodol, Pantopaque, 

Barium Sulphate) 466-2 
Laboratory. Alcohol, clinitest, acetest, stains, etc. 465-2 
Formula Room . , Dextrose, modified baby food .(dextri-maltose) etc. 62-61 

\, 193 '.. ' ... 
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..... CHECK LIST- SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 

ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT

Abrasives, steel wool 

..Absorbents 

Accounting and audit fees
Acids, laundry

•Adopters, gloss, metal, syringe 
• Adenotomes 
Adhesives 
Admission Forms 
Advertising 

• Air Cushions 

•Albuminometers 
Alcohol 
Alcohol Permit Fees 
Alcohol Records 
Alkalies, laundry 

Ambulance Insurcnce Premium 
Ambulance Licenses 
Ambulance Rental 
Ammonia 

Anaesthetics 
Animols, experimental 

°Anoscopes 
Antiseptics 

Appl icators, cotton-tipped 
•Aprons, dining room, kitchen 
°Aprons, household 
°Aprons, lead 
o Aprons, mangle, flatwork, ironer 
• Aprons, nurses'
oAprons, surgical '
•Aprons, student nurses'

Art gum
Association Dues
Atomizer bulbs

"Atomizers 

Automatic Telephone Rentals 
Automobile License 

• Babies' clothes
° Badges, metal .
• Bags, laundry

Bogs, paper, patients' clothes, 
perineal pod, politzer, sand, 
surgical dressings, 

Bandages, gauze, rubber. 
• Bonds, infants' 

Bands, rubber 
Bonk exchange 
Bank Interest (short term) 
Barium Sulphate 

• Barometers, aneroid 
§.Basins, both, emesis, face solution, , +I 

v Housekeeping 
Mtce. & repair 

+ 
Administration 
Laundry 

++
+, Administration' . 

Administration 

+ 
Laboratory 

+
Pharmacy
Pharmacy
Laundry

Ambulance
. Ambulance I 

Ambulance 
Housekeeping , 

+
Laboratory 

+
+ 
+

Dietary 
Housekeeping' 

V Radiology 
Laundry 

+
+

Nursinq Education 

v Administration 
Admi nistration 

+ 
+ 

Administration 
Administration 

55 -64 
57 -74 

-31 

51 -031 
53 -62 

-31 
-31 
-31 

51 -21 
51 -024 

-31 

465-2 
-32 

463-9 
463-2 

- 53 -62 

-041 
'-9 

55 ..
-9
61 

-32 
465-2 

-31 
-32 

-31 
52 '-2 
55 -2 
466-2 
53 -62 

-2 
-2 

492-2 

51 -21 
51 -061 

-31 
-31 

Cleaning Supplies
Mtce Supplies
Medical & Surgical

Accounting & audit fees 
Laundry suppl ies 

, Medical & Surgical 
Medical & Surgical 
Medical & Surgical 
Printing, Stationery, etc. 
Advertising 

Medical & Surgical 

Laboratory Supplies·
Drugs .
Miscellaneous Expense
Pharmacy Supplies
Laundry Supplies

Insurance
Miscellaneous Expense
Miscellaneous Expense
'Cleaning Supplies 

Drugs 
"Loborotory Supplies 
, Medical & Surgical . 
, Drugs 

Medical & Surgical
Dietary Supplies
Housekeeping Supplies
Radiology Supplies
Laundry Supplies

. Supplies 
Supplies 
Nursing Education Supplies 

Printing, stationery, etc.
Association Dues
Medical & Surgical
Medical & Surgical

'51 -022, Telephone & Telegraph 
51 -9 Miscellaneous Expense 

Bedding and Linen' 54 -63. . Replacements of linen 
Administration 
Laundry 

++ 
Bedding and linen 

v Administration 
Administration 
Other Expenses 
Radiology 
Laboratory 

51 -2 Administration Supplies 
53 -62 Laundry' Supplies 

-31 Medical & Surgical 
'-31 Medical & Surgical 

54 -63 Replacements of linen 
51 -21 Printing, Stationery, etc. 
51 -023 Bank charges 
61 -1 Bank interest 
466-2 Radiology Supplies 
465-2 Laboratory Suppl ies 

-31 Medical & Surgical 
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•••• CHECK LIST - SUPPLIES AND SERVICI 

ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT

.... Basins, household Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning Supplies 
(I Baskets, drug Pharmacy 463-2 Pharmacy Supplies 
(I Baskets, maid waste Housekeeping 55 -2 Housekeeping Supplies 
(I Baskets, office waste Administration , 51 -2 Administration Supplies 
(I Baskets, test tube Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory Supplies 
.... Bath mots Bedding & Linen , 54 -63 Replacements of linen

Batteries, ambulance Ambulance -2 Ambulance supplies
Batteries -2 Supplies+ 

(I Batteries, stand-by, plant Operation of Plant 56 -2 Supplies 
"Beddinq Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen 

§*Bed pons -31 Medical and surgical+
. • Bedspreads Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen . 

Beeswax Laundry 53 -2 Supplies 
Billheads Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 

"Blonkets Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen
Bleach ,Laundry . 53 -62 Laundry supplies

fBlotters v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Blueing Laundry 54 -63 Laundry supplies

• Boards, bread, chopping Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
Boiler inspection fees Oper, of Plant 56 -9 Plant-·-Miscellaneous 
Boiler liability insurance Oper. of Plant 56 -042 Insurance 

·Boilers, double Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
Bond interest expense Other Expenses 61 -2 Bond interest 
Bonding insurance Administration 51 -041 Insurance and bonding 
Bookkeeping forms Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
Books, blank, ledger y Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
Books, medical Medical Library . 491-2 Supplies 
Books, text v Nursing Education 492-2 Supplies 
Borax Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies 
Bottles, drug Pharmacy 463-2 Pharmacy supplies 

• Bottles, nursing Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc.• 
(I Bottles, reagent y Laboratory , .465-2 Laboratory supplies 
• Bougies, metal, rubber -31 Medical and surgical+ 

§ .... Bowls, mixing Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensi Is, etc. 
.... Boxes, bread Dietary 52 -61 . Replacement of utensils, etc. 
.... Boxes, microslide, pipette Laboratory 465-2 . Laboratory suppl ies . 
'" Breast pumps, hand -31 , . Medical and surgical+ 

Breathing tubes -31 , Medical and surgical+ 
(I Brief cases v. Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
"Broorns Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies
• Brushes, bed-pan, nursing

bottle, etc. + -2 Supplies
• Brushes, counter, floor,

radiator, scrub, etc. Housekeeping 51 -64·' Cleaning supplies
Brushes, crumb, pastry Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc.(I 

• Brushes, paint . v Mtce of Plant - 57 -2 . Supplies 
'" Brushes, beaker, test tube, etc! . Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
• Buckets, scrub - Housekeeping 55-64 Cleaning supplies

Building depreciation Other Expenses 62 -2 Depreciation on buildings
Bulbs, electric light Mtce of Plant 57 -75 Repair supplies

• Burettes Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory suppl ies 
• Burners, Bunsen Laboratory .' 465-2 ... Laboratory supplies

Business Forms Administration' 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Business machine rentals • Administration 51 -029 Purchased Service
Buttons Bedding and linen' 54.-2 Linen supplies

. DrugsCalcium chloride . -32+
"Cclipers, metal -31 Medical and surgical+
.Call tickets Admin istration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
"Con openers Dietary 52' -61 Replacement of utensils, etc.I 

. Candles, wax, decorative Dietary '52 -2 Dietary supplies 
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•••• CHECK LIST - SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 

ITEM DEPARTMENT . CODE ACCOUNT

Candles, wax, emergency Oper. of Plant
"Ccnnulos . +
• Caps, bottle Pharmacy
"Cops, ice +Carbon dioxide and oxygen' .+ 

Co rbon paper . v Administration 
Cards, door, file, printed v Administration 

"Corners, ligature +"Corpenter tools· v Mtce of Plont 
"Corpets + 
Cartage + 
Casters V Mtce of Plant 
Casts +
Catalogues, nursing school Nursing Educ. 

I.Catgut + ;
§"Cotheter boxes, trays +

"Cotheters, metal, rubber + 
Cement, utility . v Mtce of Plant 

" 

Chalk V Administration 
"Chombers, counting Laboratory 
Chamois skins Housekeeping 
Chart envelopes <, Medical records 
Checkbooks Administration 
Chemicals, 0/1 kinds 1+
Chemicals, cleaning Housekeeping I. 

"Chinowore Dietary 
"Chisels, bone +
"Chisels, wood v Mtce of Plant
Chloroform +,

"Clomps, bone, hernorrholdol, etc•. +
"Clomps, burette, rubber tubing. Laboratory
Class pins Nursing Educ.
Cleaner, typewriter ·v Administration
Cleaners, dietary Dietary
Cleaning compounds Housekeeping

"Cleovers, chopping Dietary
Clips, paper v Admin istration

"Clocks, household +
"Clocks, interval timer v Radiology 
"Clothinq, patients Bedding and Linen 
"Clothinq, staff v +
"Cloths, face Bedding and Linen 
Cloths, pressing Laundry 
Coal and coke Oper, of Plant. 

~

"Colcnders Dietary
.Collection fees Administration

. Combs +
Commencement Invitations Nursing Educ. 

§"Contolners, needle +
Controls, sterilizer +
Cords, sash . +
Corks +
Cocaine +
Cotton absorbent +
Cotton bolls + 

"Covers, hot water bottle, ice cop Bedding and Linen 
"Covers, mattress . Bedding and Linen 
,·Covers, troy, table (linen) Dietary 

Covers, troy, table (paper) Dietary 
Crinoline + 
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56 -2 
-31 

·463-2
-31
-31

51 -21 
51 -21 

-31 
57 -2 

-2 

57 -74 
-31 

492-2 
-31 
-31 
-31 

57 -75 
51 -21 . 

. 465-2 
. 55 -64 

491 ..2 
51 ..21 

-32 . 
55 -64 
52 ..61 

-31 
: 57 -2 

-32 
-31 

465-2 
.A92-2 . 
51 -21 
52 -2 
55 -64 
52 -61 
51 -21 

..2 
'466-2 
54 -63 ' 

-2 
54 -63 
53 -62 
56 -71 
52 -61 
51 -032 

-2 
482-2 

-31 
-31 
-2 
-2 
-32 
-31 
-31 

54 -63 
54 -63 
51 -2 
52 -65 

..31 

. Supplies 
Medical and surgical 
Pharmacy suppl ies . 
Medical and surgical 
Medical and surgical 
Printing, stationery, etc. 
Printing, stationery, etc•. 
Medical and surgical 
Supplies 

. Supplies 

Same account to which item
carried is charged
Maintenance Supplies
Medical and surgical
Supplies
Medical and surgical
Medical and surgical
Medical and surgical

Repair supplies
Printing, stationery, etc.
Laboratory supplies
Cleaning supplies 't 

Supplies .
Printing; stationery, etc•
Drugs

.Cleaning supplies
Replacement of dishes, etc.
Medical and surgical

.Supplies
Drugs
Medical and surgical
Laboratory suppl ies
Supplies
Printing, stationery, etc.
Dietary Supplies
Cleaning supplies
Replacement of utensils, etc.
Printing, stationery, etc.
Supplies
Radiology supplies
Bedding and linen
Supplies
Bedding and linen
Laundry suppl ies
Fuel
Replacement of utensils, etc.
Collection fees .
Supplies
Supplies
Medical and surgical
Medical and surgical
Supplies

·Supplies 
. Drugs
Medical and surgical
Medical and surgical
Bedding and linen
Bedding and linen
Supplies
Paper Goods
Medical and surgical
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•••• CHECK LIST· SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 

ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT 

Erasers, blackboard
Erasers, ink, pencil, etc.

IOl Ether Masks
Ether
EthyJchloride
Ethylene
Exchange
Experimental animals
Express charges

• Extractors, fruit juice, hand 
IOl Face cloths

Face masks, gauze or paper
Fasteners, pdper '

. • Feeders, Breck, infant 
Fees, Teachers, Lecturers, 

Instructors 
Fidelity bond premiums 

"Files, carpenter 
Filiforms 

, Fillers, wood, metal 
• Film hangers

Films
Filter papers
Fire Insuroncs premiums
Flashlights and batteries

IOl F~sks, general
• Flasks, heat-resisting, volumetric 
IOl Flatwork ironer aprons 

Fly Paper
Folders, vertical file
Food
Food growing (garden) expense 

o Forceps, dissecting 
o Forceps, surgical 
o Forks, kitchen 

. • Forks, tuning
Forms, business
Forms, medical record, medical

history, etc. , ' 
Freight charges 

Fuel, coal, gas, oil 
Fund-raising expenses (for 

current operations) 
Fund-raising expenses (for 

special' purposes) 
• Funnels, catheter, rubber 
• Funnels, gloss, graduate
Gags, mouth

·Garbage cons .
Garbage disposal and sewage
Gas (fuel) 
Gasoline, ambulance 
Gauze
Germicides, cleaning
Gift shop expense
Glass window

·Glassware, adaptors, syringes 
·Glassware, kitchen, diningroom 
·Glassware, laboratory 

Gloves, rubber 

V Nursing Educ. 
v Administration 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+

Administration 
Laboratory , 

Dietary 
Bedding and Linen 

+ 
v Administration 

+ \ 
Nursing Educ. 

Administration 
v Mtce of Plant 

+ 
v Mtce of Plant 
v Radiology 
V Radiology 

Laboratory 
Oper. of Plant 

+
/'V Laboratory 

Laboratory 
Laundry 

, Housekeeping 
V Administration 

Dietary 
Other Expenses 
Laboratory 

+Dietary 
+

Adm inistration 

Medkal Records 

Oper. of Plant 

Other Expenses 

+.
Laboratory 

++
Oper. of Plant 
Oper. of Plant 
Ambulance 

+
Housekeeping 
Othe r Expenses 
Mtce of Plant 

+, Dietary
Laboratory

+ 

492-2 
51 -21 

-31 
-32 
-32 
-32 

51 -023 
r . 465-2 

52 -61 
54 -63 

-31 
51 -21 

-31 
492-9 

51 -041, 
57 -2 

-31 
57 -75 
466-2 
466-4 
465·2 
56 -042 

-2 
-2 

465~2

53 -62 
55 -2 
51 -21 
52 -5 
68 
465-2 

-31 
52 -61 

-31 
51 -21 

491-2 

56 -71 

68 

-31 
465~2

-31' 
-2 

56-9 
. 56 -71 

-2 
-31 

55 -64 
68 
57 -75 

-31 
52 -61 
465-2 

-31 

Supplies 
Printing, stationery, etc. 
Medical and surgical 
Drugs 
Drugs 
Drugs 
Bonk charges 
Laboratory suppl ies 
Some account to which item 
carried is charged 
Replacement of utensi Is, etc. 
Replacement of linens
Medical and surgical...
Printing, stationery, etc.
Medical and surgical ...
Miscellaneous expense

,Insurance and bonding 
Supplies 
Medical and surgical 
Repair supplies 
Radiology supplies 
X-Ray films 
Laboratory supplies 
Insurance
Supplies
Supplies
-Loborctorv supplies 
, Laundry supplies 
Housekeeping suppl ies 
Printing, stationery, etc. 
Food 

. Ancillary operations 
Laboratory supplies 
Medical and surgical 
Replacement of cutlery, etc. 
Medical and surgical 
Printing, stationery, etc. 

Supplies 
Some account to which item 
carried is charged 
Fuel 

Fund-raising expenses 
Charge against the proceeds 
of such special campaigns 
Medical and surgical 
Laboratory supplies 
Medical and surgical 
Supplies 
Other' 
Fuel 
Supplies 
Medical and surgical 
Cleaning supplies 
Ancillary operations 
Repair supplies 
Medical and surgical 
Replacement of dishes, etc. 
Laboratory suppl ies ' 
Medical and surgical 
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•••• CHECK LIST - SUPPLIES AND SERVICI 

ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT

e Gloves, lead • v Radiology 466·2 Radiology supplies 
.... Gloves, porters Housekeeping 55 -2 Suppl ies
Glucose -31 Medical and surgicalI+
Glue -2 Supplies+
Glycerine -32 'Drugs+ 

.... Goggles, coloured v Radiology 466-2 Radiology supplies
°Gouges, bone mastoid -31 Medical and surgical+
"Gowns, delivery room Delivery room 464-2 Supplies
"Gowns, oper. room Operating room 461-2 Supplies
°Gowns, patients' . Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen
°Graduates, glass Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies
Grass seed Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies 

"Groters Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc.' 
Greases-lubricating , -2 Supplies+
Group insurance premiums Administration 51 -013 Employee benefits 
Guides, card file v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc•. 

101 Hammers, carpenter . v Mtce of Plant I' 57 -2 Supplies
°Hammers, percussion reflex . , -31 Medical and surgical+

Handkerchiefs, paper ,+ -2 Supplies
°Handles, surgical knife . -31 Medical and surgical / +
101 Hangers, coat Housekeeping . 55 -2 Supplies
Hangers, film Radiology , 466-2 Radiology supplies

(I Hardware v Mtce of Plant 57 -74 Repair supplies 
(I Hatchets, carpenter . v Mtce of Plant 57-2 Supplies
(I Head mirrors and bands , -31 Medical and surgical+

Help wanted advertisements' . Administration 51 -024. Advertising
°Hemostats : -31 Medical and surgical+°Holders, napkin Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of dishes, etc. 
°Holders, needle -31 Medical and surgical+

§°Holders, sputum cup -31 Medical and surgical+°Holders, test tube Laboratory . 465-2 Laboratory supplies
101 Horses, saw v Mtce of Plant . 57 -2 Suppl ies
(I Hot water bottles -31 Medical and surgical+°Hypodermic needles -31 Medical and surgical+ 

Ice (purchased) -2 . Suppl ies +°Ice bags .-31 Medical and surgical+
Ink v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. ' 
Ink, Marking Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies . 
Insect extermination expense' . Housekeeping 55 -9 Miscellaneous expense 
Insecticides -2 Supplies+

§ • Instrument Trays , -31 Medical and surgical+ ., nstruments . -31 Medical and surg,ical '+ . Insurance:
Boiler Liability Oper, of Plant 56 -042 . Insurance
Bonding Liability Administration. 51 -041 Insurance
Elevator Liability Administration 51 -041 Insurance 
Fire Oper. of Plant 56 -042 Insurance 
General Liability Administration 51 -041 Insurance 
Workmen's Compensation Administration 51 '-015 Employee benefits 

Intravenous solutions ' -32 Drugs 

,') i 

+
Inter-communication system' 

expense Administration 51 ·022 Telephone and Telegraph 
Interest Expenses Other Expense 61 Interest 

(I Intubation sets -31 Medical and surgical+ 
101 Irrigation tips -31 Medical and surgical+ 
101 Irrigators -31 Medical and surgical+§ 101 Irrigator cans -31 Medical and surgical+ 
101 Irons, soldering , Mtce of Plant ·57 -2 Supplies 
• Jackets, children's, lobour; 
. operating room , Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens 

. §.Jars, dressing -31 Medical and surgical+
• Jars, aintment Phorma~y 463-2, Pharmacy supplies

.1 
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•••• CHECK LIST - SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 

ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT

•Jars, specimen, staining, etc. Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
Journals, medical Medical library 491-2 Medical library supplies 

Keys Oper. of Plant 56 -2 Supplies
*Kitchen utensils Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
*Knife blades, surgical ..31 Medical and surgical+
- Knives, abcess, amputating, brain -31 Medical and surgical+*Knives, autopsy Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies
*Knives, bread, butcher, etc. Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensi Is, etc.

Labels, drug 'Pharmacy 463-2 Pharmacy supplies
Labels, gummed Vi Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc-.
Labels, marking -2 . Supplies+Labels, microslide Laboratory 465-2 ' " Laboratory supplies 
Laboratory procedures by 

outside concerns Laboratory .1' 465-9 ' Miscellaneous expense 
- Lactometers " Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
"Lcdders V Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies 
- Lamps, alcohol Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
*Lamps, electric Mtce of Plant 57 -75 Repair supplies 
*Lamps, ophthalmoscope + . -31 Medical and surgical 
"Lcncets + ..31 Medical and surgical 
• Lancets, blood Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
*Lanterns Oper, of Plant 56 -2 Supplies 
Laundering--outside concerns Laundry • 53 -4 Laundry 
Ledger sheets . Administration ' ' 51 ..21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
Ledgers , Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
Legal fees, collectlons Administration 51 -032 Collection fees 
Legal fees, ordinary Administration ,51 -033 Legal fees 

-Leggings, delivery room Bedding and Linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens 
Lens paper Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 

*Levels, carpenter ,V Mtce of Plant ' ·57 -2 Supplies 
Library books Medical Library 491-2 Supplies 
Licenses, ambulance Ambulance -9 Miscellaneous expenses' 

"Lifters, stove lid Dietary , 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
Lime Chlorinated . Housekeeping 55 -2 Supplies 

,. Linen, bed, medical, surgical Bedding and Linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens 
• Liners, bassinet . Bedding and Linen 54 -63 . Replacement of linen 

Liners, finger bowl Dietary 52 -65. Paper goods 
Litmus paper Laboratory . 465-2' 'Laboratory suppl ies 
Local and spinal anaesthetics + -32 Drugs 
Long distance telephone charges Administration. 51 -022 Telephone and Telegraph 
Lubricants, vasel ine . + . -31 Medical and surgical 
Lubricating fluids + -2 Supplies 
Lumber V Mtce of Plant 57 -74 Repair supplies 
Lye Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies 

Maintenance contracts,
business machines Administration 51 -74 Repairs and maintenance

• Mangle aprons Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies . 
Marking ink.and labels -2 Supplies 
Masks, eye -31 Medical and surgical 

•Masks, Oxygen -31 Medical and surgical+
Matches -2 Supplies

++
+

• Mots, both , Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens 
•Mattress covers and pads Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens 
• Mattresses Bedding and line~ 54 ..63 Replacement of bedding 

§- Measures, metal V Pha rtJ;lacy 463-2 Pharmacy supplies 
Med ica I records forms Medical records 491-2 Supplies 
Medical suppl ies, all kinds ..3 l Medical and surgical+
Medicines and drugs, all kinds -32 Drugs+
Medicine droppers -31 Medical and surgical+ 

• Medicine glasses -31. Medical and surgical+ 
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•••• CHECK LIST - SUPPLIES AND S£RVIC 

ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT 

Membership dues Administration 51 -061 Membership dues 
~ Metal working tools V Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies 

(I Minim glasses -31 Medical and surgical+
(lMirrors, head, laryngeal, etc. -31 Medical and surgical+
---Mops, dry, wet, oil, etc. Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies 
(I Mortars, glass Pharmacy 463-2 Pharmacy supplies 
Mortgage, interest expense Other Expenses 61 -2 Interest 
Motor oiIs, ambulance Ambulance -2 Supplies 
Motor vehicle insurance -041 Insurance+
Mouse traps ' Housekeeping - 55 -2 Supplies
Mucilage v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.

Nails, hip frccture -31 Medical and surgical+
Nails, ordinary V Mtce of Plant 57 -75 Repair supplies 

"Nopkins, linen .Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen. 
Napkins, paper Dietary 52 -65 Paper goods 
Narcotic permit fees Pharmacy 463-9 Miscellaneous expense 
Narcotic records Pharmacy 463-2 Pharmacy supplies 

° Needle sterilizers -31 Medical and surgical+
Needles, sewing Bedding and linen 54 -2 Supplies 
Nets, laundry Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies 
Newspapers, subscriptions Administration -.. 51 -062 Subscriptions 
Nitrous oxide - -32 Drugs+
Novocaine -32 Drugs+.

• Needles, oneurysm, aspirating, 
hypodermic, etc. -31 Medical and surgical+

Nipple shields -31 Medical and surgical+
Nipples, nursing bottles 

/ 

. Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
°Nozzles, douche -31 -Medical and surgical+
"Nurses' uniforms -2 Supplies+
• Nurses' un iforms-students Nursing Educ. 492-2 Supplies 

Nursing School catalogues and 
school room supplies Nursing Educ. 492-2 Supplies 

Office suppl ies V' Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. ' 
Oil, fuel Oper. of Plant 56 -71 Fuel 
Oils and greases, general + -2 Supplies' 
Oils, vehicle . I, + -2 Supplies 
Orangewood sticks + .-31 Medical and surgical 
Oxygen + -32 Drugs 

°Pods, bed, table, etc. Bedding and linen -... 54 -63 Replacement of linens 
Pods, blotter, desk, scratch 

stamp, etc. . v Administration 51 -21 Printing; stationery, etc. 
Pods, cleaning Housekeeping . -, , 55 -64 Cleaning supplies 
Pods, laundry, mangle, press' Laundry 53 -62 ' Laundry supplies 

° Pods, heating '. -31 Medical and surgical+
• Pods, operating room . Operating Room 461-2 ' Supplies 

Pods, switchboard . .Administration ( 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
• Pails, scrub Housekeeping , 55 -64 Cleaning supplies 
° Point brushes v Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies 
• Pointers' drop cloths v Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies 

Paint, shellacs, varnishes. v'Mtce of Plant 57 -74 Repair supplies 
• Pans, baking Dietary '52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
"Pons, dust , Housekeeping .55 -64 Cleaning supplies 

Paper, adding machine, carbon v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc•. 
Paper, shelf, toilet Housekeeping 55 -65 Paper goods 
Paper, wax - -65 Paper goods+ 

J~ Parenteral solutions , + -31 Medical and surgical 
Paste V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 

, , -32Potent medicines Drugs '+
• Pelvimeters .+ -31 Medicol and surgical . , 
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•• " "CHECK LIST - SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 

ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT 
Pencils v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
Penholders, pens V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
Pension plan premiums Administration 51 -011 Employee benefits 

• Percussion hammers -31 Medical and surgical+ 
• Perforators -31 Medical and surgical+

Periodicals, scientific -2 Supplies+ 
• Periosteotomes -31 Medical and surgical+

Pessaries -31 Medical and surgical+
·Pestles Pharmacy 463-2 Pha rmacy suppl ies

Pharmaceuticals -32 Drugs+
• Picks, ice Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
"Pillows, pillow cases Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens

Pins, bone extension -31 Medical and surgical+
Pins, clothes Laundry 53 -2 Supplies
Pins, safety, straight -2 Supplies+

• Pipettes Laboratory 465-2 / Laboratory supplies 
§. Pitchers, medicine -31 Medical and surgical+
§. Pitchers, water Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of dishes, etc. 

Plaster, building Mtce of Plant 57 -75 Repa ir suppl ies 
Plaster of paris -31 Medical and surgical+
Plasters, adhesive -31. Medical and surgical+
Plates, bone -31 Medical and surgical+

• Plates, china Dietary "·52 -61 Replacement of dishes, etc. 
Plates, X-Roy Radiology 466-4 X-roy films 
Platinum wire ..31 Medical and surgical+
Plumbing supplies Mtce of Plant' 57 -75 Repair supplies 

Polish Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies 
• Polishers, floor Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies

Postage Administration 51 -021 Postage
Powders, developing v Radiology 466-2 Radiology supplies
Powders, insect , -2 Supplies+
Powders, scouring Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies
Power, purchased Oper, of Plant 56 -72 Electricity
Prescriptions + -32 "DrugsI 

Prescription Blanks Pharmacy 463-2 Pharmacy supplies
Prescriptions filled by 

t

outside agencies -32 Drugs+
Preservers, negative V Radiology 466-2 Radiology supplies
Pressing cloths Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies

"Probonqs -31 Medical and surgical+ 
• Probes -31 Medical and surgical+
• Proctoscopes -31 Medical and surgical+ 
l) Pumps, breast, hand -31 Medical and surgical+
• Pumps, spray, hand '-2 Supplies+
• Pumps, vacuum (non-electric) Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies
I) Punches, paper V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Purchasing forms Administration 51 -21 ' Printing, stationery, etc.
Purchasing group dues or fees Administration 51 -061 Association fees
Radiology services by outside

concerns Radiology 466-9 Miscellaneous expenses
Radiology supplies Radiology 466-2 Supplies..,,.
Radium Radiology 466-2 Radiology supplies ., .•Rags, cleaning -2 Supplies+ 

I) Raspatories -31 Medical and surgical+
Razor blades '-2 Supplies .+

"Rczors -31 Medical and surgical+
• Receptocles, ,waste Housekeeping 55 ..2 Supplies

Record forMs, medical Medica I records 491-2 Supplies
Records,' transcribing machs. v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Rectal tubes -31 Medical and surgical+Registers, narcotic Pharmacy 463-2 Pharmacy supplies 
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ITEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT ' 

Rentals, houses or rooms for 
nurses and other employees Other Expenses 69 Rentals 

Rentals, inter-communicating 
equipment Administration. 51 -022 Telephone and Telegraph 

Rentals, land and building 
for hospital purposes Other Expenses 69 Rentals 

Rentals, safety deposit boxes Administration 51 -023 Bonk charges 
Repairs to building . Mtce of Plant 57 -75 Repairs 
Repairs to equip. (identifiable 

with specific departments) -74 Repairs+Repairs to equip. (not identi
fiable with specific depts.) Mtce of Plant 57 -74 Repairs 

Research expense Other Expenses (i8 Research 
(I Retractors -31 ,Yledical and surgical+ 

Ribbons, typewriter v Administration '51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
.(I Rongeurs -31 Medical and surgical+

Rubber bands v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
°Rubber goods, bathcaps, 

catheters, ice bags, etc.. -31 , Medical and surgical)+
Rulers V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 

(I Rules, steel . -31 Medical and surgical+ 
°Saccharimeters Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
Safety pins .-2 Supplies+
Saline solutions -31 Medicol and surgical+

"Sclivo traps -31 Medical and surgical+
Salt water treatment Oper. of Plant 56 -2 Supplies 
Sandpaper v Mtce of Plant -2 Supplies 

"Soucers Dietary 52 -61 Replacements
"Scalpels + -31 Medical and surgical 
"Scissors, abdominal, dissecting 

ligature, bandage, etc. -31 Medical and surgical+
(I Scissors, linen Bedding and linen 54 -2 Supplies
*Scoops, common duct, Mayo, etc. + -31 Medical and surgical 
"Scoops. flour, sugar, etc. Dietary 51 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
*Screwdrivers V Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies
"Screwdrivers, bone plate -31 Medical and surgical+

Screws, bone -31 Medical and surgical+
. Screws, ordinary -2 Supplies+
"Shckers, salt Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of dishes, etc.
"Sharpeners, pencil . V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
"Sheers, linen Bedding and linen . 54 -2 Supplies
"Sheers, office v Administration .' 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
"Sheors, plaster of paris, rib -31 Medical and surgical+"Sheers, tin Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies 
(I Sheets, linen Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen 
(I Sheets, rubber, on patients' beds Bedding and linen 54 -63 .Replacement of bedding 
I) Sheets, rubber, other uses , -31 Medical and surgical+Sheet wadd ing -31 Medical and surgical+
"Shirts, children's Bedding and linen' 54 -63 Replacement of linen 
"Sifters; flour Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
°Silverware Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of cutlery, etc. 

°Shut off, rubber tubing -31 Medical and surgical+
"Slide holders (staining jars) Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies
Slippers, paper -2 Supplies+
Slips, laundry Laundry 53 -2 Supplies 

"Snores, tonsil, etc. -31 Medical and surgical+
Soaps, dishwashing Dietary 52 -2 Supplies
Soaps, floor cleaning Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies
Soaps, patients', . + -2 . Supplies
Soaps, laundry L:aundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies

203
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!TEM DEPARTMENT CODE ACCOUNT 

Soaps, surgical -l- -31 Medical and surgical
Soda, laundry Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies
Solutions, intravenous, soline -32 Drugs+

*Sounds -31 Medical and surgical+ 
Sours Laundry 53 -62 Laundry supplies

"Spctulos 

+
.i,

I -31 Medical and surgical
"Speculums -31 Medical and surgical

Spi rits -32 " Drugs+
"Splints, metal, wood -31 Medical and surgical+

Sponges, desk 'v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 
Sponges, gauze -31 . Medical and surgical+
Sponges, wall V Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies 

'" Spoons, basting, wooden Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc. 
'" Spoons, ga II bladder, uterine -31 Medical and surgical+
"Sprecds, bed. Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens 

§ (0 Sputum cups -31 Medical and surgical+
Squeegees, window Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies
Stains Laboratory . 465-2 Laboratory supplies

"Stomps, doting, numbering v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Stomps, postage Administration 51 -021 Postage

"Stoplers V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Staples V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Starches Laundry 53 '-62 Laundry supplies

"Stcrters, hip fracture fixation -31 . Medical and surgical+
Stationery V Administration ·51 -21 Printing, stctionery, etc. 

!IIStep-ladders Mtce of Plant· ,57' -2 Supplies
Sterile supplies, all kinds T 

, -31 Medical and surgical
Sterilizer controls -31 Medical and surgical+,

»Stethoscopes T -31 Medical and surgical
'" Sti lettes -31 Medical and surgical+
"'Stirring rods Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory suppl ies

Stockinette -31 Medical and surgical+
Storeroom forms Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.

lit Strippers, fascia, vein -31 Medical and surgical
Student Nurses' applications,

records, etc. ,Nursing Educ. 492-2 Supplies

+
I 

ISurgical instruments, all kinds I -31 Medical and surgical
Surgical supplies, all kinds -31 Medical and surgical+
Sutu re th reads -31 Medical and surgical+
Swatters, fly . Housekeeping 55 -2 Supplies

"Syrinqes, gloss, hypodermic
insulin, rubber, etc. -31 Medical and surgical+ 

"Tobie covers Dietary 52 :2 Supplies
Tabs, index V Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc.
Tacks, thumb -2 Supplies+
Togs, key, marking, shipping -2 Supplies+
Tope, adding machine, gummed -2 Supplies+
Tope, twilled Bedding and linen 54 -2 Supplies 
Taxes, real estate Oper, of Plant 56 -043 Reo I estate taxes 
Telegraph expense Administration 51 -022 Telephone and Telegraph 
Telephone expense, long distance 

rental and repair Administration 51 -022 Telephone and Telegraph 
"Tenaculums -31 Medical and surgical+"Test Tubes Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory suppl ies
Text books, student nurses, Nursing Educ. \ 492-2 Supplies

"Thermometers, mouth, bath, rectal -31 " Medical and surgical+"Thermometers, wall ' . Physical Plant 56 -2 Supplies
Thread, sewing Bedding and linen 54 -2 Supplies
Thread, suture -31 Medical and surgical+"Threet bags -31 Medical and surgical+

"Tips, irrigating, suction,
uterine, etc. -31 MediCal and surgical+ 

204 
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~ '"';-,.... \ I 
i • '::'jv~ COD;; ACCOUNT 

~'Ti res, ambulance Ambulance -2 Supplies 
.... Tires, carrier -74 Repair supplies+
Toilet paper Housekeeping I 55 -65 Paper goods 

"Tones, crucible Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
Tongue depressors ,+ -31 Medical and surgical 

"Tools, mechanics v lV\tce of Plant 57 -2 . Supplies 
.... Tonsil snares -31 Medical and surgical+
.... Tourniquets -31 Medical and surgical+
.... Towels, cnoesthetlc, bath, face Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linens 
Towels, paper Housekeeping 55 -65 Paper goods 
Travel expense Administration 51 -05 Travel expense 
Tray covers, paper Dietary 52 -65 Paper goods 

§ .... Trays, crumb, serving Dietary 52 -01 Replacement of dishes, etc. 
~'Trays, desk v Administration 51 -21 Printing, stationery, etc. 

I§ .... Trays, dressing T -31 lV\cdical and surgical 
~'Trays, staining Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
"Trephines -31 Nledieal and surgical+
"Tripods, iron Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory supplies 
.... Trocars -31 Medical and surgical+ 
.... Trowels, pointing v Mtce of Plant 57 -2 Supplies 
Tubes, automobile -2 Supplies+

"Tubes, centrifuge, test, etc. Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory suppl ies 
Tubes, colon, connecting, duo

denal, infusion, intravenous, etc. -31 Medical and surgical'+ 
.... Tubing, glass, heat resisting ..; Laboratory 465-2 Laboratory suppl ies 

iTubing, rubber T -2 Supplies . 
.... Tumblers Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of dishes 
Twine -2 Supplies+
Typewriter ribbon, cleaner -2 Supplies+ 
Unemployment Insurance Administration 51 -012 Employee benefits 

«Uniforms, doormen Administration ~ 51 -2 Supplies 
.... Uniforms, elevator opercrors Oper, of Plant 56 -2 Supplies 
I) Uniforms, graduate nurses -2 Supplies+ 

or 411-63 Uniforms 
>l< Uniforms, student nurses . Nursing Educ. 492-2 Supplies 

or 492-63 Uniforms 
.... Uniforms, watchmen Oper. of Plant 56 -2 Supplies 

§*Urinals -31 .Medical and surgical+
"Urinomerers Laboratory 465-2 Loborctory supplies
.... Utensi IS, kitchen Dietary 52 -61 Replacement of utensils, etc.

"Vclves, bulb -74 Repairs+
"Voses Housekeeping 55 -2 Supplies 
«Vests, infants' Bedding and linen 54 -63 :~eplacementof linens 

Visitors, restaurant expense Administration 51 -9 lV\iscellaneous expense 
""Wash cloths Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen 
Waste, cotton, wool" " -2 Supplies+

fI.\ivaste receptacles Housekeeping 55 -2 Supplies 
Water Oper, or Plan i 56 -73 'Hater 
Waterr:reatment compounds Oper, of Plant 56 -2 Supplies 
Wax, r.oor Housekeeping 55 -64 Cleaning supplies 
Window glass Mtce of Plant 57 -75 Repcir supplies 
Window washing expense, out

side concerns Housekeeping 55 -9 JY\iscellaneous expense 
Vii ref bone traction, etc. -31 Medical and surgical+
Wood, finished, lumber v lv\tce of Plant 57 -74 Repair supplies 
V/ood, fire. Oper, or Plant 56 -71 Fuel 
Workmen's Compensation Administration 51 -015 Employee benefits. 
Vi rappers, cloth Bedding and linen 54 -63 Replacement of linen 

*Wrenches, bone traction, etc. -31 IVled:.:.:.-. and surgical+
"Wrenches, pipe N\tee or Pi,~-:: 57 -2 
Wringers, mop Housekc':','::J<'; " 5L;~ -63 Cleaning supplies 
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Part II 
C}IECiC LIST NO.2 

BUILDINGS - ACCOUN'f 711-2 AND 
BUILDING SERVICE EQUIPI'vi~NT- ACCOUNT 711-3 

"Buildings" refers to structures of all 
kinds which are owned by the hospital and 
used in carrying out normal hospital func
tions. In addition to the structure itself, this 
is taken to include conductive media and 
built-in facilities described under account 
711-2. 

:~ For the Illost part, items in Check List 
No. 2 which are })refacecroy the synib-oT:!:
,wI be C01Y1lJrlsed 111alnly or perihanent
stl·uctural pOl'tfons··of·lhe--EUilcfrng; or will
not be capable oIJJeing removed Intact;· as 
such. they will be classed as part ottne 
DUiTaing and t11eir cost recordea-fii-account 
711-2. Unaer 6f1'ier-ru'"cumsbulces,-S-uC11 
1Lems nlay be classed---as-buiTc{fng-servlce 
equipment underaccount"·71f-3:----· 
T-srnlH~Lr1y, Iterr1~s"--iii·-Ch-ecl\: List No. 2 
which are prefaced by the symbol t. consist 
of "systems" involving conductive media 
which are an integral part of the structure, 
the cost of which will be recorded in account 
711..2. On the other hand, the motors, 
controls, and other machinery associated 

with these systems may be classed as build
ing service ec[uipment under account 711-3. 

"Building Service Equipment" refers to 
equipment which must 'normally be adcI"earo 
a -stl"[fctlfi-e(nefspi tal-6i'-Oth-er)-in-orderrto 
heaf,lrgnr,-ye-ilEiIate, or oili.efwlsei-;-eiiaer it 
serviceaole:-bu-fwn[chIs-no~Caii-iIifeiral pal't

-of-the structure"" itself~"---Although- "stich
- equipmenr-may·"he-·permanEmtly affixed~r
-fii~quentIy-n~ls"-iCr~orn1aruseful-1ife-"whiCh-lS

. '-diffefenCff"ofli-t1iaT"ortIw"biiildfng-to-which 
-It IS attach-ea. ----

---'.f'()-ille--ext"e-liT that the cost of building 
service equipment can be segregated from 
the cost of the structure itself, it is sug
gested that it be recorded in account 711-3 
and depreciated at rates based upon the 
estimated life in years as indicated in the 
check list. The cost of any items which 
cannot be segregated from the cost of the 
structure will, of necessity, have to be 

-recorded in account 711-2 "Buildings", and 
depreciated at the same rate as the building 
in which. it is located. 

f: 'C' """;,~ ~ ,~ 1 A.,. fi': t-~,
..J ~ K.V.K" _';..I EST~.v\A;-:')

L!:=E IN YEARS ITEM liFE IN YEJ...~S

*Buildings:
Frame 20
Block or Tile 30
Brick. or Stone 40
Reinforced concrete 50

tAir conditioning refrigerating or ven
tilating systems (excluding special 
systems required for surgical and 
obstetrical suites;. newborn nurser
ies, and high humidity rooms) 20~"

~:3enches, built-in 20-
~:Bins, storage, built-in 20 
:j:Blackboards, built-in 15 

Boilers, heating or steam 25 
:l:Ccbinets, built-in 20 

Conveyor systems i 5 
~:Counters, built-in 20 
:l:Drug cabinets, built-in 20 

Dumb waiters 20 
Electric clock systems. 15 
Electric heaters, non-movable 10 
Electric motors, unless part of a piece 

of equipment which is listed in 
Check List No.3 10 

Elevators 20 
Engines (internal combustion) , unless 

part of a piece of equipment which
is listed in Check List No.3 20

Fans, ventilating, built-In 20
tFire alarm systems 20 

Force pumps 10 
Forced flow heaters 10 
Furnaces 20 . 

Generators (except stand-by) 25
:j:Heating fixtures and piping 20
:j:Hoods, fume (except laboratory) 25

Hot water heaters and tanks 10
Incinerators 20

:j:Ughting systems, wiring, fixtures 20
:j:Unoleum, composition floor covering 10
~:Observation platforms, built-in 20

Oil burners 10 
:j:Plumbing fixtures and piping 20 

Pumps: vacuum, pressure (heating 
and water systems) 15 

. tRefrigeration Machinery and piping' 20.___ 
Refrigerators, walk-in 15 

:j:Shelving, built-in 20--/ 
Sinks, drain boards (excluding foot,

elbow and knee controlled sinks
and also acid-resistant sinks where
required for the use of hospital pro
fessional and technical personnel) 20

:j:Sprinkler systems for fire protection 25 
Stokers for boilers 15 
Stoves for heating 15 

-rS\vitchboards and wiring 10 
Tray conveyors 15 

:i:Vaults 25 
tVentiJating systems 20 

Water purifiers and softeners 10 
Water softening equipment 10 
Window awnings 10 

:j:Window screens ( , 10 
:\:Window storms 10 
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APPENDIX A 

Part III •••• CHECK LIST - MAJOR EQUIPMENT 

ClfECI( LIST NO. 3 

MAJOR EQUIPMENT - ACCOUNT 711· L1 

"Major Equipment" refers to hospital wiIl vary according to the circumstances; 
equipment, other than building service while this could conceivably apply to most 
equipment, which has an estimated useful items in the Check List, the more commonI 

life of 5 years or more, the cost of which is ' are indicated by symbols as follows:
recorded in account 711-4. Such equipnlent Items marked with a symbol (0) are
is usually movable rather than affixed to a items of technical equipment (usually per
building 01', if affixed, is not of a type manently fixed to buildings) especially
normally installed in other than hospital required for use in hospitals.
buildings but, rather, has been installed to # Items such as those marked with the
suit the particular requirements of hospital symbol # may not qualify as "major equip
functions. ment" because of their type and consequent

Without the addition of descriptive detail, probable useful life. In this event, such 
the names under which certain' items are items should be regarded as though they 
listed in Check List No. 3 do not indicate were included in Check List No.1 (Supplies 
their exact nature or use. The method of and Services) and excluded froni Check List 
recording transactions involving such items 'No.3. 

ESTiN,ATED ESTIMATED 
ITEM LIFE IN YEARS' ITEM LH~E IN YEARS 

Accounting machines 10 
Adding machines 10 
Addressing machines 10 
Air (room) conditioners, window 10 ' 

. °Air conditioning and humidifying 
systems specially required for sur
gical and obstetrical suites, new
born nurseries, and high humidity 
rooms 15 

Alcohol dispensers 10 
Ammeters 15 
Anaesthetizing machines 10 
Animal cages, laboratory 15 ' 
Animal operating tables ,15 
Anvils 15 
Apparatus; suction/pressure 10 
Aspirating apparatus " 15 

°Autoclaves 15 
Automatic exercisers 10 
Automobiles, motor vehicles' 

(excluding ambulances) 5' 
°Autopsy tables 20 

Bains marie, dietary 10 
, Bake ovens 10 
Bakers 10 
Balances, weight measurement 10 
Band saws ' 15 
Basal metabolism apparatus' 10 
Basin stands 15 
Bassinets 15 
Bassinets; heated 10 
Bassinet warmers '15 , 
Ambulances are specifically excluded 

from check list No.3. They are re
corded in account 711 ..9 

/ ' 

Baths; continuous, electric, leg, etc. 
Both tables 
Beaters; mechanical 

° Bedpan racks
~Bedpan washers and sterilizers

Beds;
electrocardiology
all other

Bedside cabinets . "
Bedside lamps

, Benches, except built-in;
metal
wood

Bench grinders
Bench saws; electric
Bench vises
Bending brakes
Beverage mixers and coolers
Billing machines
Bins, storage, unless built-in;

metal ~-
wood

Blackboards, unless built-in 
°Blackout blinds

Blanket corders
Blanket dryers

°Blanket wormers
Bleach tanks
Blood pressure apparatus
Blood transfusion apparatus'
Blow torches

#Boilers; 
\ 
cereal, double, egg 

15 
15 
10 

15 
15 

10 
15 
15 
10 

20 " 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
10 
10 

20 
15 

15 
10 
15 
15 
15 
15 
10 
10 
15 

10 
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12S-[ alvLt\.·'t2D , ESTLV.I:,:rED
l~ I=E : N YEA~{S LIr- E IN YfA:tS

Sane surgical equipment: 
pneumatic or electric saws, 
drill assemblies, etc. 10 

Bookcases; 
metal 20 
wood 15 

Book co rts and trucks 10 
Bottle washers 10' 
Bread mixers 10 
S read sl icers 10 
Breast pumps; electric 10 
Broilers 10 
Broom racks 10 
Bucky diaphragms 10 
Bulletin boards 10 
Butcher blocks 10 
Butter cutters 10 
Cabinets, unless built-in; 

-I ce storage 10 
-Pharmacy label '" 15 
-Solution 15 

Cabinets, other, unless built-in; 
bedside, drug, filing, instrument, etc. 
-i\t\etol 20 
-Wood 15 

Cages, laboratory animals " 15 
Calculators 10 

°Coll system equipment . 15 
Cameras 10 

#Con openers, mechanical 10 
Capsule machines 15 
Carbon arc lamps 10 
Carts; housekeeping 10 
Cash registers 10 
Cassettes, x-ray 5 
Cauteries; 

• I
sure.co: 10 
radiological 15 

Centrifuges 15 
Chain hoists 15 
Chairs; 

Adjustable treatment, 
speciolist's, or desk (table arm) 15 
Swivel or upholstered 10 
other-metal 20 

wood 15 
Charts, .anatomical 10 
Cnart desks 15 . 
Chart r~cks 15 
Check protectors; 

manual 10 
electric 5 

Chemical hoods (laboratory) 10 ,Chests of drawers 15 
Cleaners; pressure 15 

.:t;:C!ocks 15 
#C!othes baskets 5 

Clothes racks; 
metal 20 
wood 15 

Coffee grinders 10 
Colorimeters 10 
Comptometers 10 
Condensers; microscope, dark field 10 
Control stands 15 
Copper boilers 15 
Couches; 

electrocardiology 10 
studio 10 

Cribs 15 
Curtain stretchers 15 
Cystoscopes 10 
Dampeners 15 
Deep fat fryers 10 
Deep x-roy therapy apparatus 10 
Deep therapy lamps 10 
Defibrillotors and pace makers 10 
Deionizer equipment 15 
Del ivery automobiles (excluding 

ambulances) 5 
Del ivery tables 15 
Delivery trucks; hand '.10 
Demonstration skulls 15 
Denta I cha irs 15 
Dental treatment units 15 
Desks; 

metal 20 
wood 15 

, °Developing tanks 10 
Dictating equipment 5 
Dining room choirs & tables 15 
Dish lowerators -- 15 
Dish and food warmers. 10 
Dish steri Iizers 10 
Dish and tray rocks; portable 5 
Dish trucks 10 
Dishwashing machines 10 
Disinfectors 15 
Dispensers, clcohoi . 10 
Distilling apparatus 15 

°Doctors' Call systems (including 
wiring) 15 

Dollies 15 
# Douches, needles, spray, etc. 10 
#Drapes 10 

Dressers 15 
Dressing carriages . 15 
Dr; II assemblies (bone) 10 
Drill press 15 
Dr: lis, electric 5 



•••• CHECK LIST - MAJOR EQUIPMENT 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
ITEM \ LIFE IN YEARS ITEM LIFE IN YEARS 

Drug cabinets, unless built-in; 
metal 20 
wood 15 

Drum hoists 15 
. Drying boards 10 

Drying ovens, paint 10 
Drying racks 10 
Drying tumblers 15 
Duplicating equipment 10 
Dynamotors 10 
Electric heaters, movable 10 
Electric mixers 10 

° Electrical explosion-proof outlets 15 
Electric surgical equipment 10 
Electrocardiograph machines _._.,. 10 
Emery wheels; electric 15 
Examining lights 10 
Examining tables 20 
Exercisers, automatic 10 
Extractors; laundry 15 
Extractors; juice, mechanical 10 
Eye magnets 10 
Fans; 

portable electric 5 
Filing cabinets; 

metal , 20 
wood 15 

Film dryers 10 
Film storage cabinets' 20 
FiIters (except glass) 10 
Fire extinguishers and hoses 15 
Flat work ironers 15 

#Floor polishers 10 
Floor scales 10 
Floor scrubbing machines 10 
Floor stands 15 
Floor surfacing machines 10 
Floor waxing machines 10 
Fluoroscopes 10 

°Flushing equipment, elbow and foot 
operated, where required for the 
use of hospital professional and 
technical personnel 20 

Food trucks and carts 10 . 
Foot stools 15 

"Forges 15 
Galvanic apparatus 1O. 

°Generators (stand-by) 20 
Glove drying racks . 10 
Glove machines (blower powder units) 10 
Glove washers , . 10 
Glue pots; electric " 15 
Griddles 10 

#Hampers 5 
Hand irons 5 
Hemoglobinometers 10 
High frequency apparatus 

with diathermy . 10 
. Holders; cossette 10 . 

Holders; oxygen tanks 15 
, °Hoods, chemical (laboratory) 10 

Hospital demonstration dolls 15 
Hot plates 10 

°Hubbard tanks 15 
Human skulls 15 
Hydrogen ion apparatus 10 

°Hydrotherapy equipment 15 
Ice cream freezers 10 
Ice packing tubs 10 
Ice receptacles 10 
lee storage cabinets 10 
Ice cube making machines 5 
Inactivating baths 15 
Incubators, newborn 10 
Incubators, laboratory 15 
Infant scales 10 
Infra red lamps 10 
Inhalators 10 
Instrument cabinets; 
. metal 20 

wood 15 
° Instrument sterilizers 15 

Instrument tables 15 
Instrument tables, Mayo 15 

, ° Instrument washers 15 
Instruments, special pneumatic or 

electric surgical . 10 
Ironing boards 10 
Irrigating stands 10 
Irrigating tables 15 
Jacks 15 

I Kickbuckets 10 
Kneading devices 10 
Label cabinets 15 
Labour beds 15 

#Ladders; 
extension 10 
Laundry and linen 10 

# Lamps; bed, desk, floor, miCroscopic 10 
-emergency, operating room 15 

. Lathes 20 
Lawn mowers;"power 1/ 5 
Laryngoscopes . i\~ 10 
Lifts, hand power 15 
Lights, thermo 10 
Linen markers 15 
Linen tables 15 
Loaf moulding units 10 
Lockers, unless built-in; 

metal 20 
wood 15 

Low voltage units 10 
#Magazine racks 15 

Marble slabs . 20 
Marking machines 15 
Massage tables \ 15 
Mats; non-skid 10 
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ES~,..!1·/'..c: is D C5TiN.ATfD
UfE IN Y":);.RS lifE IN YEARS

Mattresses, foam rubber 10 Polishing and buffing machines , 10 
spring filled 5 Pool tables 15 

Meat blocks 10 Portable emergency lights 10 
Meat choppers 10 Postage Meters 10 
IVleat slicers 10 Posting or billing machines 10 

°Medicallibrary furnishings Pot and pan racks 20 
(except tables) 10 Potato peelers and cutters 10 

Mercury quartz lamps 10· Prescription cases, cabinets 15 
Metabolism apparatus 10 Presses; steam 15 
Meters, conductivity 25 Pressure testing apparatus 10 
Nlicroscopes 15 Printing boxes 10 
Microtomes 10 . Projection machines 10 
Micro worm stages 10 Pulmotors 10 
Microphotographic apparatus 10 Radiographic and fluoroscopic unit 
Mixers solutions 5 combinations 10 
Mixing machines 10 Radiographic tables 15 
Mobile x-roy machines 15 Radios and phonographs 10 
tv\odels, anatomical 10 Ranges 10 
Mop trucks; bucket type 5 #Receptables, waste; 

°Mortua ry Refrigerators 10 large metal (plant) 20 
Motorcycles 5 sanitary 10 
Motor vehicles (excluding ambulances) 5 ice 10 
MOVing picture machines 10 ,<\Refrigerated tables 10 
Narcotic safes 25 °Refrigeration machinery for 
Observation platforms, if movable 15 special surgery 10 
Occupational therapy equipment 15 Refrigerators, except walk-in 10 
Ohmmeters· 15 Re-sealing tools 10 
Oi i steri Iizers 15 Resuscitating apparatus 10 
Open tray trucks 10 Rinsers 10 
Operating tables; Roosting ovens 10 

laboratory 15 #Rugs 5~

surgery 20 Safes 25 
Operating stools 15 Sand baths 10 
Operators' tools 15 I =/fSaws; hand 10 
Ophthalmoscopes 10 power, band, bench, jig, etc. 15 
Otoscopes 10 power; surgical 10 
Ovens; bake, paraffin 10 Scoles, pharmacy 15 

°Oxygen pipeline systems all others 10 
(including piping) 15 Scraping tables 10 

Oxygen tents, motors, trucks, Screens, folding; 
analyzers 10 metal 15 

Pods-operating 10 wood 10 
Paint removing tanks 15 Serological baths 10 
Paint spray booths, if movable 15 Settees 10 
Point spraying machines 15 Sewing machines; 
Peper boiers 20 domestic 5 

#Paper cutters 10 Industrial 10 
Passenger vehicles or station wagons Shaking machines 10 

(excluding ambulances) 5 Shelvinq, unless built-in 20 
Patients' room rock registers 10 Short wave units 15 
Pharyngoscopes 10 Sideboards 10 
Photographic apparatus 10 ) Sigmoidoscopes 10 

Ophysicians' in and out registers 15 °Sinks-foot, elbow and knee control
°Physiotherapy Equipment is Jed and olso acid-resistant- sinks, 

Pianos ·15 where requi red for the use of hos
Pictures 20 pital professional and tcchniccl 
Ping-pong tables 10 personnel 20 
Pipe vises 15 Sinks-acid resistant 20 
Planers and shapers; electric 20 Sinusoidal apparatus 10 
Plaster bondage machines 10 Skeleton 15 
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•••• CHECK LIST - MAJOR EQUIPMENT 

ESTII'AATED ESTIMA-fED
ITEM LIFEIN YEARS ITEM LIFE IN YEARS 

Snow blowers 5 Tool threading sets 10 
Soap dispensers; floor 10 Transcribing equipment 5 
Soap tanks 15 Truck tubs 10 
Sorting racks 15 Trucks, hand 10 
Spectroscopes 10 Tumblers; laundry 15 
Sphygomanometers 10 Typewriters (including electric) 5 
Sponge racks 10 Ultra violet ray units - 15 
Spot dryers 10 Urns, coffee, milk, etc. 10 

°Stand-by generators -20 Vacuum cleaners (portable); 
Stands, floor 15 domestic 5 
Stands, solution -. 10 industrial 10 
Starch cookers 15 °Vacuum cleaning systems 20 
Steam tables 10 Vegetable peelers 10 
Stereoscopes 10 Vegetable steamers 10 

°Steri Iizers 15 Vehicles, motor (excluding 
Sterilizer drums and drum stands 15 ambulances) 5 

#Stock pots 10 Venetian blinds 10 
Stools; Vibrators 10 

adjustable 10 °Viewing boards, built-in 15 
other-metal 15 portable 10 

wood 10 °Viewing boxes 20 
Storage Cabinets, if movable; Vises-pipe 15 

metal 20 other 20 
wood 15 Voltmeters 15 

Stop watches 10 Volumetric blood gas apparatus 10 
Stoves other than heating 10 Waffle irons 10 
Stretcher carts . 15 Walkers 15 

°Suction and pressure systems (includ- - Wail washing machines 10 
ing piping) 10 Warming cabinets 15 

Superficial therapy apparatus. 10 Washers; laboratory 10 
Supply carts ~ 10 Washers-shakers 10 
Surgical equipment; pneumatic, - - Wash trucks 10 

electric, etc. 10 Washing machines; 
Tables: metal 15 

anaesthesia, refrigerated, wood 10 
steam, therapy 10 #Waste receptacles; 
both, bedside, delivery, end, lorge, metal (Plant) 20 
instrument, library, linen, - sanitary 10 
massage, obstetrical, over Water baths (laboratory) 10 
bed, radiographic, treatment 15 Water coolers-refrigerated, 
autopsy, examining', bottle, fountain 10 
operating room 20- Welding outfit 10 
other-metal 15 Wheelbarrows 5 

wood 10 _Wheel choirs 10 
°Tanks, Hubbard 15 Wheel stretchers 10 

x-roy developing 10 --- Window room air conditioners 10 
Other 15 Workbenches 15 

Television receivers 5 Worktables 10 
Therapy tables 10 Wringers; laundry 15 
Thermo lights 10 operating and delivery room 10 
Time clocks .. ) 10 X-ray; _ 
Time recording equipment. 10 Mobile units, tables, controls 15r 

Timing devices 10 therapeutic, diagnostic and 
.Toasters 5 fluoroscopic, units \ ' 10 

.\ 
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